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Securing
Comprehensive information you can use to secure the product, including address, data set, and functional security
parameters.

Comprehensive security for Endevor consists of data set security and functional security.

NOTE

Address security during the final testing of your first Endevor application. The initial setup and testing steps for
implementing a new application should not be disrupted by overly restrictive security rules.

• Data Set Security prevents unauthorized access to the data sets that Endevor uses. Endevor alone does not
provide data set security. Data set security is performed by a site security package, such as ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF. You can use the following methods to implement data set security: program path protection, standard
data set protection, or standard data set protection with the Endevor alternate ID feature. The alternate ID is strongly
recommended.

• Functional Security protects Endevor inventory functions from unauthorized access. Endevor provides customized
functional security through the External Security Interface (ESI) and your site security package (ACF2, Top Secret,
or RACF). ESI lets you store security rules under your site security package. You can secure the following functions:
access to Environments, primary and foreground menu options, action authorization, Package actions, and concurrent
action processing authorization.

Data Set Security
Implement data set security using alternate ID, program path protection, and standard data set protection.

Data set security protects files that are accessed and maintained by Endevor. Data set security is performed by a site
security package, such as ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF.

You can implement data set security using the following methods:

Alternate ID

• Allows authorized users access to a data set through an authorized program. The alternate ID feature
allows you to restrict access to specified data sets by the user ID specified in the customer default table. It
automatically determines which data sets are controlled by Endevor. This practice allows Endevor to perform
updates only on the set of libraries you specify.

• Permits library updates only through Endevor.
• Provides secure preventative control.

WARNING
We recommend using alternate ID support for data set security.

Program Path Protection

• Allows authorized users access to a data set through an authorized program.
• Permits library updates only through Endevor.
• Provides secure preventative control.

Standard Data Set Protection:

• Allows authorized users direct access to data sets.
• Permits library updates outside of. Although unauthorized access to data sets is prevented, authorized users

can maintain these data sets without going through this product.
• Provides a measure of preventative control.
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NOTE
You can use Endevor Footprint Exception Reporting to detect unauthorized updates.

NOTE
Add the names of non-Endevor programs to the Authorized Program Table (C1GTAPGM), if these programs
are invoked within a processor and need to run APF-authorized. For more information, see Logical and Physical
Inventory Structure.

How to Enable Data Set Security

Follow this process to implement data set access security.

1. Lay out your data set access requirements in a simple, nontechnical form for review.
2. Build your data set security profiles in Warning Mode.
3. Test your security implementation and monitor any warnings that you receive.
4. Set data set security profiles to Live Mode.
5. Monitor security violations on an ongoing basis.

Alternate ID Support

The alternate ID feature lets you restrict access to specified data sets by the user ID specified in the Defaults table. This
ID automatically determines which data sets are controlled by. This practice lets the product perform updates only on the
set of libraries you specify. Some versions of program pathing do not support the ability to recognize top-level programs
through conventional means.  A special interface has been developed to be used with ACF2, Top Secret, and RACF to
enable you to perform data set security using alternate ID support. This interface allows manipulation of data sets and
their contents through, using an alternate user ID.

This method of data set security ensures that updates to controlled data sets are performed only through. External access
to these files by the product users is prohibited. For example, if an element is changed outside of the product, then the the
product footprint is compromised.

The alternate ID support feature lets a site protect the Endevor data sets (that is, base, delta, listing, and source output
libraries, and Master Control Files, the package data set, and processor output libraries) from direct update by users.

When using alternate ID support, a separate user ID is defined to Endevor. This separate or alternate ID is granted update
authority for the Endevor libraries. When Endevor needs to update these libraries, the system use the authorization
assigned to the alternate ID.

By defining an alternate ID and assigning it specific update authorization, you can prevent a user from inadvertently
updating particular libraries.

Alternate ID support for USS files and directories is subject to certain limitations. Limited alternate ID support for UNIX
files and directories can be enabled by turning on the ENABLE_ALTID_USS_SECURITY option in the Options table. For
more information, see the "Enable the Alternate ID for UNIX Files" section of this article.

WARNING
We recommend using alternate ID support for data set security.

The Alternate ID

When defining your environment, you can optionally specify a RACF ID, known as the Endevor Alternate ID, in your
C1DELFTS to be used when accessing Endevor controlled resources such as the MCF, package data sets, processor
data sets, or the element catalog. If an Alternate ID has been specified it is used instead of the user ID when accessing
these resources.

If the OPEN SVC screen detects that the OPEN was issued from Endevor I/O modules, and the target file appears to be
an Endevor file, then the TCBSENV field is swapped to the Alternate ID, causing the task to run under the security context
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of the Alternate ID. When the OPEN completes, the field is swapped back to its earlier value. This logic is bypassed if
ALTID=N is coded.

NOTE
The External Security Interface (ESI) never switches to the Endevor Alternate ID. ESI is used to determine
whether a user has the right to perform certain Endevor actions. It performs this check by issuing an
RACROUTE REQUEST=AUTH call to validate a user's access.

What the Alternate ID Controls

When activated, the alternate user ID is used when any of the following data set categories are accessed. An access level
of UPDATE is required for these data sets. However, for the Master Control File, Element Catalog File, Element Index
File, Package Control File, and ELIB VSAM data sets, access level of CONTROL is required.

• All data sets contained in generate, move, or delete processors*
• ACMQ root and XREF data sets
• Base/delta libraries*
• Batch request data sets
• CCID validation data set
• Element Catalog File
• Element Index File
• ISPF (foreground) data sets
• Master Control File
• Package Control File
• Package ship staging data sets
• Processor load libraries
• Source input libraries (for example, include libraries)*
• Source output libraries (for example, load libraries)*

*If these are USS files, alternate ID support is not available for delta libraries. Support is limited for USS files that are
accessed in processors and user exits. For more information, see the "Enable the Alternate ID for UNIX Files" section of
this article.

What the Alternate ID Does Not Control

Several categories of data sets can only be accessed by the originating TSO user ID, including

• ADD/UPDATE FROM: data set
• Any data sets controlled by the Common Components and Services component CA L Serv
• ARCHIVE/TRANSFER TO: data set
• Batch request data sets
• COPY FROM: data set
• Foreground ISPF Data Sets (for example, uid.C1TEMPRnMSGS, uidC1TEMPncntl, uid.C1#NTMPL.LIST)
• JES2 files SYSIN and SYSOUT data sets
• LIST FROM: data set
• PRINT TO: data set
• RESTORE FROM: data set
• RETRIEVE TO: data set
• TRANSFER FROM: data set

The alternate ID is not swapped on the creation or deletion of a data set or PDS in a processor. The user TSO user ID
must have authority to create or delete the data set or PDS.
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How to Activate the Alternate ID

To implement the Alternate ID support feature, specify the alternate user ID in the Defaults table, build profiles to
protect the libraries, and grant update authority to the Alternate ID for those libraries as indicated in the following steps.
An additional step is required to enable Alternate ID protection for USS files and directories. Alternate ID support for USS
files and directories is subject to certain limitations. For more information, see the "Alternate ID and USS Supported Files"
section of this article.

1. Update the TYPE=MAIN macro in the Endevor Defaults table (C1DEFLTS) to include (or update) the RACFUID
parameter. Set the value for the userid variable to the The RACF, ACF2, or Top Secret user ID that is to be used for
data set authorization checking.

RACFUID =userid,
Indicates the user ID required for Alternate ID support.

2. Assemble and link C1DEFLTS into the authorized load library and issue an LLA refresh for the library.
3. Use your site security system to build profiles to protect the libraries, and grant update authority to the Alternate ID for

those libraries.
4. To perform periodic maintenance against the various files under Endevor control such as PDS compress and VSAM

Repro, grant your administrator the same permissions as the RACFUID. Also, RACFUID needs READ access to the
CONLIB. Some types of file maintenance, such as full file restore, may require a higher level of authority than that
granted to the RACFUID. Be sure to allow someone the appropriate authority to address this event.

5. If you want to enable Alternate ID protection for USS files and directories, turn on the following option in the Options
table:

ENABLE_ALTID_USS_SECURITY=(ON,nn)
Indicates whether Alternate ID support is enabled for UNIX USS files.

ON
The UNIX files that are managed by Endevor is owned by the Alternate ID. The file owner (alternate ID) will have
read, write, and execute access to new base and source output files. This support is limited to UNIX base
libraries, include libraries, and source output files that are defined as UNIX directories. Some support is also
provided for UNIX files that are accessed in processors and user exits.

OFF
The UNIX files that are managed by Endevor will not be owned by the Alternate ID. Default.

nn
The UNIX file permission bits (rwx) for the owning group and other users, given to new and base source output
files. The default is 55, meaning that the owning group and others have read and execute access.

Example: C1DEFLTS Parameter RACFUID

This example shows how to activate the Alternate ID for data set protection for your site.

C1DEFLTS TYPE=MAIN,                                                X

                ACCSTBL=,            ACCESS SECURITY TABLE NAME    X

                ACMROOT=,            ACM INDEX ROOT DATA SET NAME  X

                ACMXREF=,            ACM INDEX XREF DATA SET NAME  X

                .                                

                .    

                .

                RACFUID=userid,      Alternate ID USERID           X                    

               

Enable the Alternate ID for UNIX Files

To use alternate ID security for UNIX files, the administrator must enable this feature:
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• Specify an alternate ID value in the RACFUID field of C1DEFLTS. For more information, see the "How to Activate the
Alternate ID" section of this article.

• Set the ENABLE_ALTID_USS_SECURITY option to ON in the Optional Features table. The default for this option is
OFF. For more information, see the "How to Activate the Alternate ID" section of this article.

• Enhance the security definition of the alternate ID to include UNIX security. Consult with your site security administrator
and see the appropriate documentation for the External Security Manager (ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF).

• If you have existing UNIX files and directories that you want to protect, ensure that the permissions are set as shown:

Security Profile Permissions

- Read Write Execute

Owner (alternate ID) X X X

Group X - X

Other X - X

1. Use the ‘chown’ (change owner) UNIX command to change the owner to the alternate ID and the group ID to a group
that includes the alternate ID. (A superuse must issue the ‘chown’ command.)

2. Use the ‘chmod’ (change permissions) command to change the permissions of directories and files to those shown in
the previous table.

3. To restrict read access to the directories to the alternate ID, omit the read permission for group and other.

Alternate ID and Processors

If the alternate ID is activated for data set protection at your site, you can specify whether the alternate ID is used in
processors. Processor security is controlled by the EXEC statement ALTID parameter. Code one of the following options.

ALTID=Y

The default. Swaps the security context to that of the alternate ID during the processor step. The data sets specified in a
processor step are allocated under the user ID. When the processor program is run, it runs under the alternate ID, so that
access to the data sets (except for JES2 files) occurs under the alternate ID.

ALTID=N
If you do not want the processor step to run under the security context of the alternate ID, then code ALTID=N on
the exec statement for that step. Security context remains that of the user ID during the processor step. If your
processor step includes a file whose output destination is the internal reader, the job step runs under the user ID.

Security for internal reader jobs is affected by the Optional Features Table (ENCOPTBL) option INTRDR_ALTID and
processor ALTID settings as shown in the following table.

ProcessorALTID=Setting ENCOPTBL INTRDR_ALTID=Setting Effects

Y or blank (default) OFF (default) Any processor step that includes an
INTRDR DD card is run under the user ID.
No swapping to the altid for data access
occurs. The job that is submitted to the
internal reader runs under the user ID.

N OFF (default) Processor step runs under the user ID,
therefore internal reader job is submitted
under user ID.

Y or blank (default) ON Processor step runs under the altid,
therefore internal reader job is submitted
under altid.
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N ON Processor step runs under the user ID,
therefore internal reader job runs under
the user ID. Note: ALTID=N overrides
INTRDR_ALTID=ON.

NOTE
If the job is being submitted by a REXX exec, then the LGNT$$$I/O logic must be used in the REXX, regardless
of whether the internal reader is allocated in the REXX itself or with an INTRDR DD statement in the processor.
For more information, see the "Alternate ID and REXX" section of this article.

NOTE
JES2 files are always opened under the user ID, regardless of the setting of ALTID in the processor step.

Alternate ID and User Exits

If the alternate ID is activated for data set protection at your site, you can specify whether the alternate ID is used in
user and package exits. Security for user and package exits is controlled by the user exit table C1UEXITS parameter
USE_ALTID=. You can specify one of the following options:

USE_ALTID=Y

The default. Swaps to the alternate ID for data set security validation at OPEN time. Swaps security back to user ID when
the data set open completes. Therefore, access to data sets is under the alternate ID, but the security context for all other
processing is the user ID.

USE_ALTID=+
The security context is that of the alternate ID during the exit. Therefore, access to data sets occurs under the
alternate ID as does all other processing. Use this option if you want to submit your internal reader jobs under the
alternate ID.

USE_ALTID=N
The user exit runs completely under the security context of the user ID. The security context is never swapped to
that of the alternate ID. All data set access and processing occurs under the user ID.

Example: User Exit Security Checks Using Alternate ID for Data Set Access Only

This example shows how to code the user exit table to have data set access occur under the alternate ID, but all other
processing occurs under the user ID, during exit 1

@C1UEXIT EXIT#=1,NAME=C1UEXIT01,ANCHID=0,AUTH=YES,USE_ALTID=Y

Example: User Exit Security Checks Using Alternate ID for All Processing

This example shows how to code the user exit table to have data set access and all other processing occur under that
alternate ID, during exit 2.

@C1UEXIT EXIT#=2,NAME=C1UEXIT01,ANCHID=0,AUTH=YES,USE_ALTID=+

Example: User Exit Security Checks Using User ID Only

This example shows how to code the user exit table to have data set access and all other processing occur under that
user ID, during exit 3.

@C1UEXIT EXIT#=3,NAME=C1UEXIT01,ANCHID=0,AUTH=YES,USE_ALTID=N

JES2 files are opened under the user ID, regardless of the setting of the USE_ALTID in the user exit table.
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Alternate ID and JES2 Data Sets

JES2 files are always opened under the user ID, regardless of the setting of ALTID in the processor step, or USE_ALTID
in the user exit table. When a JES2 file opens, the security context reverts to the user ID. When the open completes,
the open screen resets the security context back to the Alternate ID. The JES2 data sets are accessed under the user
ID to avoid the situation where an abend occurs and the processor dump information is written under the Alternate ID.
This situation would cause security issues because the SYSUDUMP is most likely allocated in the main job (not the
processor) and is therefore might not be accessible to the Alternate ID.

Alternate ID and LGNT$$$I, LGNT$$$O Logic

When LGNT$$$I, LGNT$$$O logic is coded in a CLIST or REXX exec defined in a processor, the swap to the Alternate ID
is done for the entire address space. This logic can be used to allow DB2 BINDS to run under the Alternate ID or to allow
a job that is written to the INTRDR from the CLIST or REXX exec to run under the Alternate ID.

• When a LGNT$$$I file is opened during processor step execution, then the security context for the job step becomes
that of the Alternate ID. The ASXBSENV and ASXBUSER values are set to those of the Alternate ID.

• When a LGNT$$$O file is opened during processor step execution, then the security context for the job step is
restored to that of the user ID. The ASXBSENV and ASXBUSER values are set to those of the user ID. To swap the
ASXBUSER and ASXBSENV fields, opening LGNT$$$I and LGNT$$$O must occur in the same processor step as
the DSN subcommand if a DB2 BIND is being executed, or as the write to the INTRDR if a job is being submitted to
the internal reader. When the processor step ends, to account for the possibility that the LGNT$$$O logic was omitted,
these values are always reset to that of the user ID. If the processor step abends, the values are reset back to the user
ID.

If ALTID=N is coded on the processor EXEC statement, LGNT$$$I and LGNT$$$$O processing is bypassed and no
security context swapping occurs.

To swap the ASXBUSER and ASXBSENV fields, opening LGNT$$$I and LGNT$$$O must occur in the same processor
step as the DSN subcommand.

Alternate ID and DB2

Implementing the Alternate ID for DB2 allows binds of DB2 PLANS to occur under control of the Alternate ID, rather than
the user ID when the bind occurs during processor execution.

DB2 security may be under RACF control. If it is not, then DB2 uses the ASXUSER value to determine the security
context. If RACF is being used, the value of the ASXBSENV field is used. The LGN$$$I/LGNT$$$0 mechanism updates
both these fields.

ASXBUSER
The primary DB2 authorization ID and is a seven character field. The Alternate ID must also be seven characters
or less.

ASXBSENV
The address of the ACEE control block that controls security of the address space level.

ASXBUSER is not used by RACF to determine the user ID authority for security groups. The Alternate ID must be
assigned the DB2 authority necessary to issue the bind. Attempts to assign the Alternate ID to a group that has the
necessary authority fails with DB2 authorization errors.

After opening file LGNT$$$I, both the AXSBUSER and ASXBSENV fields are updated to Alternate ID values. After
opening LGNT$$$O, these values are reset to their original values. Opening these files triggers the Alternate ID swap.
To swap the ASXBUSER and ASXBSENV fields, opening LGNT$$$I and LGNT$$$O must occur in the same processor
step as the DSN subcommand.

Example: CLIST invoked by BC1PTMP0 to implement the DB2 Alternate ID

WRITE ** SWAP ID TO ALTERNATE                              
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ALLOC FILE (LGNT$$$I) DUMMY

OPENFILE LGNT$$$I               

CLOSFILE LGNT$$$I

FREE FILE (LGNT$$$I)

WRITE ** BIND PLAN USING ALTERNATE ID

DSN SYSTEM (DSN6)

BIND PLAN (SQLASM01) MEM(SGLASM01) VAL(RUN) ACT(REP) ISO(RR) END

WRITE ** OPEN AND SWAP ID BACK TO USERS ORIGINAL ID

ALLOC FILE(LGNT$$$0) DUMMY

OPENFILE LGNT$$$0

CLOSFILE LGNT$$$0

FREE FILE(LGNT$$$0)

                                                

Alternate ID and REXX

In a processor, if you are submitting jobs to an internal reader from a REXX exec, to swap to the alternate ID, code the
LGNT$$$I/LGNT$$$O logic into your REXX. This requirement applies whether the internal reader is allocated in the
REXX exec or in an INTRDR DD statement in the processor.

Example: REXX, the Internal Reader, and the Alternate ID

This example shows how to code a REXX to swap to the Alternate ID for the internal reader.

 /* REXX */                                                                        

       "ALLOC F(JOBOUT1) SYSOUT(A) WRITER(INTRDR)"                                 

        queue "SWAP TO ALTERNATE ID"                                                

        Queue                                                                       

        "ALLOC FILE(LGNT$$$I) DUMMY"                                                

        "execio "queued()" diskw LGNT$$$I (finis"                                   

        "FREE FILE(LGNT$$$I)"                                                       

        queue "//&PMFKEYA JOB (108200000),'KEIR',"            

        queue "//             

        CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,"        

        queue "//             

        NOTIFY=&PMFKEY"             

        queue "//ENDEVOR  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER"              

        queue "//SYSPRINT  DD DUMMY"                      

        queue "//SYSIN     DD DUMMY"                      

        queue "//SYSUT1    DD *"                          

        queue "TEST"                                      

        queue "//SYSUT2    DD SYSOUT=*"                   

        Queue                                             

        "execio "queued()" diskw jobout1 (finis"          

        queue "SWAP BACK TO USERID"                       

        Queue                                             

        "ALLOC FILE(LGNT$$$O) DUMMY"                      

        "execio "queued()" diskw LGNT$$$O (finis"         

        "FREE FILE(LGNT$$$O)"                             

        "FREE FILE(JOBOUT1)"                              

        PUSH END                                   
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Alternate ID and USS Supported Files

When using a USS base library, Endevor source management accesses the library using the alternate ID. Endevor
uses the alternate ID when it accesses a USS source output library in the product reserved processors BASICGEN and
BASICDEL.

The security context of a processor step is determined by the following factors:

ALTID keyword
The security context that is used for USS file access in processor steps is determined by the ALTID keyword.
Processors can run under the credentials of the user or under the Alternate ID, so that USS outputs (created,
copied, compiled, and so on) have the Alternate ID as the owner or group owner. For more information, see the
"How to Activate the Alternate ID" section of this article.

PATHOPTS=(OCREAT)
Any USS data sets created in processor steps using PATHOPTS=(OCREAT) are created using the security
context of the user ID, prior to the invocation of the processor program. When used in the processor step, these
data sets are opened using the security context of the processor step.

EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH
The security context of a processor step executing the IBM USS utility program BPXBATCH depends on the
following factors:

• Whether BPXBATCH runs a shell script (PARM=’SH’) or directly executes an executable file (PARM=’PGM’).
We recommend BPXBATCH be invoked directly as processor step.

• The settings of the Environment variables _BPX_BATCH_SPAWN and _BPX_SHAREAS.

The following table shows combinations of these parameters and settings with the resulting security context of the
processor step executing BPXBATCH.

BPXBATCH parameter _BPX_BATCH_SPAWN _BPX_SHAREAS Security context

SH ANY ANY Alternate ID

PGM NO n/a Alternate ID

PGM YES NO Alternate ID

PGM YES YES User ID

BPXBATSL, BPXBATA2 and BPXBATA8
These programs run under the context of the user ID, because they process requests in the same manner as the
last row in the prior table (_BPX_BATCH_SPAWN=YES, and _BPX_SHAREAS=YES).

BPXBATCH in an IKJEFT01 processor step

NOTE
We do not recommend the use of BPXBATCH in an IKJEFT01 step, because the results can be
unpredictable.

Whether BPXBATCH invoked by a CLIST or REXX in a processor step executing IKJEFT01 executes under the
context of the alternate ID depends on the following two additional factors:

• Whether a LGNT$$$I swap was performed prior to the invocation of BPXBATCH.
• Whether a prior USS service call was made in the job step prior to the BPXPBATCH call. For example, the

prior USS service call could occur when a USS Base or Source Output Library was used during the Endevor
job step, or when a shell script was executed in this or any prior Endevor action.
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The following table shows the security context results from these two additional factors when calling BPXBATCH
from a processor step that executes IKJEFT01:

LGNT$$$I swap performed Prior USS Service call made Security context

Yes No Alternate ID

Yes Yes Failure

No No User ID

No Yes User ID

To activate alternate ID support for data set protection, the administrator must perform certain steps. An additional
step is required to activate alternate ID support for UNIX USS files. For more information, see the "How to Activate the
Alternate ID" section of this article. Endevor supports access to UNIX files and directories in certain situations. For more
information, see Long-Name Files and USS Supported Files.

Alternate ID Processing at Initialization

If alternate ID support is enabled, then in addition to changing the file permissions set for UNIX files that are managed by,
enablement of this option causes the product to do the following processing at initialization.

• Attempt to establish the alternate ID UNIX security context by issuing an initUSP to acquire the USP (UNIX Security
Packet) for the alternate ID. (If the alternate ID UNIX security context has already been established, this step is
bypassed.)

• Dub the address space by issuing a getUID call, if the address space has not already been dubbed. (The getUID
call simply returns the UID associated with the process. However, because it is a UNIX callable service, it forces the
address space to be dubbed if it is not already dubbed.)

If any of the these items fail, an error message is not issued until the first attempt to perform UNIX I/O is made. This
practice is done to avoid issuing these messages when no UNIX activity is taking place.

Program Pathing

Program pathing currently is available through both the ACF2 and Top Secret security packages. Data set security is
implemented through a special Alternate ID interface, using an assigned RACF user ID and optional password for.

When using either ACF2 or Top Secret with program pathing, you must define the top level programs that recognize
Endevor as the program in control for both foreground and batch processing. Resource rules must be written for the top-
level programs. Depending on site requirements, resource rules may be written for other Endevor programs. A list of the
Endevor top-level programs requiring resource rules follows:

NDVRC1 C1BM5000 BC1PNLST ENBE1000

BC1PSRVL C1BM6000 BC1PNCPY ENBP1000

C1SM1000 C1BR1000 BC1POPEN IEFIIC

C1BM3000 BC1PNLIB IEBCOPY ENDIE000

This list can change. Your site security needs can require resource rules for other Endevor programs, and you can simply
add these programs to the list. If you use Top Secret, you can simplify the coding process by using the PRIVPGM option
when writing a resource rule.

Data set security for ACF2 and Top Secret require optional APARS and USERMODS from the appropriate Broadcom
Support group.

The following diagram illustrates that Endevor runs as an ISPF dialog under program ISPTASK.
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Figure 1: Endevor - ISPF dialog

As previously illustrated, ISPTASK must be addressed from a global point across the entire TSO environment, before
attempting program pathing for Endevor or any other ISPF dialog package.
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Functional Security
Functional security is ensured by External Security Interface (ESI) that works with the site security package on your
system.

Functional security is implemented using the External Security Interface (ESI). ESI secures Endevor access and action
functions through the IBM System Authorization Facility (SAF), using the site security package on your system. ESI lets
you do the following tasks:

• Extend your site security package to control and authorize access to components maintained by the product.
• Secure user actions ranging from Environment access to specific action checks.
• Customize ESI security through a table-driven architecture.

How ESI Security Works

ESI forces functional security by constructing a pseudo data set name and authorization combination and queries your
site security package for a ruling on whether the user can access the data set.

1. Each security control point (Exit 01) invokes ESI processing. At each Exit 01, the Name Equates Table is invoked.
 The Name Equates Table maps entity names to pseudo data set names to determine whether a user can access an
inventory, Environment, function, or action. These entities include actions, CCIDs, Elements, Environments, Stages,
and System/Subsystem combinations. Each node in a data set name only allows a maximum of eight characters per
value; therefore, values greater than eight characters are truncated to eight characters (for example, EMERGENC).
ESI uses the Name Equates table to construct the pseudo data set name and authorization.

2. ESI queries your site security package for a ruling on whether the user is allowed to access the pseudo data set
by executing the operating system RACROUTE macro. The RACROUTE macro provides an application with access
to the System Authorization Facility (SAF) which in turn communicates with your site security package (ACF2, Top
Secret, or RACF). SAF lets the product request authorization information for any site security package.

3. SAF routes the RACROUTE request directly to the site security package.
4. The security package interprets the request by looking up the request in the security database.
5. SAF returns to ESI and the request either passes or fails.
6. ESI returns to Exit 01 processing.
7. The product Exit 01 processing runs other user exits.
8. Exit 01 processing may return to the product.

The following diagram shows how ESI interacts with site security packages:
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Figure 2: ESI - Site Security Packages

When ESI is enabled, security rules must be defined to the site security package. In the previous diagram, Endevor uses
IBM's System Authorization Facility (SAF) calls to query the installed security package.

Security Processing Model

The following figure shows how ESI works with a site security package such as ACF2, Top Secret, RACF.
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Figure 3: Security processing model
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The following list describes the security processing model.

1. Endevor calls Exit 01 processing.
2. Exit 01 calls ESI., which constructs the data set name (DSN) and authorization level from the Name Equates Table.
3. ESI issues a RACROUTE request with the DSN and authorization levels. RACROUTE requests are routed to the

System Authorization Facility (SAF).
4. SAF routes the RACROUTE request directly to the site security package.
5. The security package interprets the request by looking up the request in the security database.
6. SAF returns to ESI and the request either passes or fails.
7. ESI returns to Exit 01 processing.
8. The product Exit 01 processing runs other user exits.
9. Exit 01 processing may return to the product.

User Exit Modules

You can define a user exit module at Exit 01 to do the following tasks:

• Supplement the menu-building checks the system makes at each security control point.
• Supplement the action-request authorization that occurs at each security control point.

NOTE
Exit 01 can only further restrict security, it cannot override restrictions that are imposed by your site security
package (ACF2, Top Secret, RACF).

Set Up ESI Security
Configure the External Security Interface (ESI) security for Endevor.

How to Enable ESI

This section explains how to enable ESI.

1. Prepare your security worksheet.
2. Define rules for your site security package.
3. Customize the Name Equates Table (Formats ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS through CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC).
4. Assemble and link-edit the Name Equates Table (BC1TNEQU).
5. Assemble and link the Defaults Table (C1DEFLTS).
6. Test ESI security using warning mode.

Prepare Your ESI Security Worksheet

To begin planning your ESI security strategy, gather information about all the users and applications for which you are
responsible. Determine how users and applications relate to each other and how detailed you want your security strategy
to be.

We recommend using an ESI worksheet to help you define and categorize the various levels of access that is required by
anyone that is involved in application development. After you complete your ESI worksheet, begin defining access levels.

Keep an updated version of your ESI worksheet available for reference purposes. If you change your Names Equates
table or your site security package rules, update your ESI worksheet. Use the worksheet to:

• Associate authorization levels with personnel or departments.
• List activities to include for selected departments in Stages 1 and 2 of each environment.
• Review when updating or revising your security rules.

Define Security Rules for Your Site
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The following section contains sample procedures that describe the steps to determine security rules for your site. The
procedures describe steps for defining the following security rules:

• Site environment rules
• Primary Options panel rules
• Foreground action rules
• Action initiation rules
• Package action rules
• Concurrent action processing rule

NOTE
Blank worksheets for defining security rules are provided in Security Worksheets.

Define Security Rules for Your Site Environments

1. Plan a diagram of the flow for your site environments and label each box with the name of your environments.
The following example shows a site where parallel development occurs between environments DEV1 and DEV2.
Figure 4: Security rules

2. Plan a table that lists your environments in the far left column and the users at your site along the top row. In the
following example, an X indicates that a user has security access.

Envr Appl Pgmr Appl Mgr Other Depts QA Prod Ctl Tech Supp Audit Admin

DEV1 X X X X

DEV2 X X X X

PROD X X X X X X X X
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3. Determine the format for your environment security rules. To generate a pseudo data set name in the format
'C1'.'ENVIRON'.environment, set up the NAMEQU entry in the Name Equates Table using this format:
NAMEQU ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS,

 L1=('C1'),

 L2=('ENVIRON'),

 L3=(environment)

4. Determine the pseudo data set names that are based on the format that is described in Step 3 and the
environments that are entered in Step 2.

Env AP AM OD QA PC TS AU AD Data Set
Names

DEV1 X X X X C1.ENVIRO
N.DEV1

DEV2 X X X X C1.ENVIRO
N.DEV2

PROD X X X X X X X X C1.ENVIRO
N.PROD

NOTE
User access to data sets in indicated with an X. You must have read access to the data sets to have
environment access.

User Abbreviations

These abbreviations are used in the security table's column heading to describe the users:

• AD - Administration
• AM - Application Management
• AP - Application Programming
• AU - Audit
• OD - Other Departments
• PC - Production Control
• QA - Quality Assurance
• TS - Technical Support

Define Security Rules for the Primary Options Panel

1. Plan a table that lists the Primary Options panel menu items in the far left column and the users at your site along the
top row. In the following example, an X indicates that a user has access to a menu item.

Menu Item AP AM OD QA PC TS AU AD

DISPLAY X X X X X X X

FOREGROU
ND

X X X X

BATCH X X X X

PACKAGE X X X X

USERMENU X X X X

ENVIRONM
ENT

X X
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LOAD (Batch
action only)

X

UNLOAD
(Batch action
only)

X

RELOAD
(Batch action
only)

X

BATCH
PACKAGE

X X X X X X

2. Determine the format for your Primary Options panel security rules. To generate a pseudo data set name in the format
'C1'.environment.'PMENU'.menuitem, set up the NAMEQU entry in the Name Equates Table using this format:
NAMEQU PRIMARY_OPTIONS,

 L1=('C1'),

 L2=(environment),

 L3=('PMENU'),

 L4=(menuitem)

3. Determine the pseudo data set names based on the format described in Step 2 and the menu items indicated with an
X in Step 1.

Menu Item AP AM OD QA Data Set Names

DISPLAY X X X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.D
ISPLAY

FOREGRND X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.F
OREGRND

BATCH X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.B
ATCH

PACKAGE X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.P
ACKAGE

USER X X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.U
SER

ENVRMENT C1.DEV1.PMENU.E
NVRMENT

LOAD (Batch action
only)

C1.DEV1.PMENU.L
OAD

UNLOAD (Batch
action only)

C1.DEV1.PMENU.U
NLOAD

RELOAD (Batch
action only)

C1.DEV1.PMENU.R
ELOAD

BATCH PACKAGE X X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.B
ATCHPKG

Menu Item PC TS AU AD Data Set Names

DISPLAY X X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.D
ISPLAY
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FOREGRND X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.F
OREGRND

BATCH X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.B
ATCH

PACKAGE X X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.P
ACKAGE

USER X X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.U
SER

ENVRMENT X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.E
NVRMENT

LOAD (Batch action
only)

X C1.DEV1.PMENU.L
OAD

UNLOAD (Batch
action only)

X C1.DEV1.PMENU.U
NLOAD

RELOAD (Batch
action only)

X C1.DEV1.PMENU.R
ELOAD

BATCH PACKAGE X X X C1.DEV1.PMENU.B
ATCHPKG

WARNING
User access to data sets is indicated with an X in the previous example. You must have access to the data sets
to have access to the Primary Options Panel actions.

Define Security Rules for Your Foreground Options Panel

1. Plan a table that lists the Foreground Options panel menu items in the far left column and the users at your site along
the top row. In the following example, an X indicates that a user has access to a menu item.

Menu Item AP AM OD QA PC TS AU AD

DISPLAY X X X X X X X

ADD/UPDAT
E

X

RETRIEVE X X X X

GENERATE X

MOVE X

DELETE X X X X X

SIGNIN X X X X X

PRINT X X X X X
2. Determine the format for your Foreground Options panel security rules. To generate a pseudo data set name in the

format 'C1'.environment.'FORACTN'.menuitem, set up the NAMEQU entry in the Name Equates Table using this
format:
NAMEQU FOREGROUND_OPTIONS,

 L1=('C1'),

 L2=(environment),

 L3=('FORACTN'),

 L4=(menuitem)
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3. Determine the pseudo data set names that are based on the format that is described in Step 2 and the menu
items that are indicated with an X in Step 1.

Menu Item AP AM OD QA Data Set Names

DISPLAY X X X X C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.DISPLAY

ADD/UPDATE C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.ADDUPT

RETRIEVE X X C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.RETRIEVE

GENERATE C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.GENERATE

MOVE C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.MOVE

DELETE C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.DELETE

SIGNIN X X X C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.SIGNIN

PRINT X X X

Menu Item PC TS AU AD Data Set Names

DISPLAY X X X C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.DISPLAY

ADD/UPDATE X C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.ADDUPT

RETRIEVE X X C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.RETRIEVE

GENERATE X C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.GENERATE

MOVE X C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.MOVE

DELETE X X X C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.DELETE

SIGNIN X X X C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.SIGNIN

PRINT X X X C1.DEV1.FORACTN
.PRINT

NOTE
User access to data sets is indicated with an X in the previous table. You must have READ access to the data
sets to access to the Foreground Options panel actions.
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Define Security Rules for Action Initiations

1. Design a table that lists the action initiation items in the far left column and the users at your site along the top row. In
the following example, an X indicates that a user has access to the action.

Action AP AM OD QA PC TS AU AD

DISPLAY X X X X X X X

ADD X X X X

UPDATE X X X X

RETRIEVE X X X X X

GENERATE X X X X

MOVE X X X X

DELETE X X X X

SIGNIN X X X X X

SIGNOUT/
OVERRIDE

X X X

ARCHIVE X X

ALTER X

RESTORE X X

PROCESSO
RS

X X X

2. Determine the format for your action initiation security rules. To generate a pseudo data set name in the format
'C1'.environment.system.subsystem.menuauth, set up the NAMEQU entry in the Name Equates Table using this
format:
NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION,

        L1=('C1'),

        L2=(environment),

        L3=(system),

        L4=(subsystem),

        L5=(menuauth)

NOTE
For a table showing the default authorization value for each RACROUTE request, see Name Equates Table.
In addition, ensure that you are not giving users access to activities that you do not want them to access.

3. Determine the pseudo data set names that are based on the format that is described in Step 2 and the actions that are
indicated with an X in Step 1.

Action AP AM OD QA PC TS AU AD Data Set
Names

DISPLAY X X X X X X X C1.DEV1.FI
NANCE.*.D
ISPLAY

ADD X X X X C1.DEV1.F
INANCE.*.
ADD
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UPDATE X X X X C1.DEV1.FI
NANCE.*.U
PDATE

RETRIEVE X X X X X C1.DEV1.FI
NANCE.*.R
ETRIEVE

GENERATE X X X X C1.DEV1.FI
NANCE.*.G
ENERATE

MOVE X X X X C1.DEV1.FI
NANCE.*.M
OVE

DELETE X X X X X X C1.DEV1.FI
NANCE.*.D
ELETE

SIGNIN X X X X C1.DEV1.FI
NANCE.*.S
IGNIN

SIGNOUT/
OVERRIDE

X X X X C1.DEV1.FI
NANCE.*.SI
GNOVR

ARCHIVE X X C1.DEV1.FI
NANCE.*.A
RCHIVE

ALTER X C1.DEV1.FI
NANCE.*.A
LTER

PROCESS
ORS

X X C1.DEV1.FI
NANCE.*.E
NVRNMGR

NOTE
Your access to data sets is indicated with an X. You must have READ access to the data sets to access actions.
For a description of column headings, see User Abbreviations.

Define Security Rules for Your Package Actions Panel

1. Plan a table that lists the Package Actions panel menu items in the far left column and the users at your site along the
top row. In the following example, an X indicates that a user has access to a menu item.

Menu Item AP AM OD QA PC TS AU AD

DISPLAY X X X X X X X

CREATE X

MODIFY X X X X

CAST X

REVIEW X

EXECUTE X X X X X
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BACKOUT X X X X X

COMMIT X X X X X

UTILITY X X X X X

SHIP X
2. Determine the format for your Package Actions panel security rules. To generate a pseudo data set name in the format

'C1'.'PACKAGE'.menuitem.pkgsubfc.pkgid, set up the NAMEQU entry in the Name Equates Table using this format:
 NAMEQU PACKAGE_ACTIONS,

        L1=('C1'),

        L2=('PACKAGE'),

        L3=(menuitem),

        L4=(pkgsubfc),

        L5=(pkgid)

3. Determine the pseudo data set names that are based on the format that is described in Step 2 and the menu
items that are indicated with an X in Step 1.

Menu Item AP AM OD QA PC TS AU AD Data Set
Names

DISPLAY X X X X X X X C1.PACKA
GE.DISPLA
Y.APPROV
ER.PKG001

CREATE X C1.PACKA
GE.CREAT
E.BUILD.P
KG001

MODIFY X X X X C1.PACKA
GE.MODIF
Y.IMPORT.
PKG001

CAST X C1.PACKA
GE.CAST.
CAST.PKG
001

REVIEW X C1.PACKA
GE.REVIE
W.DENY.P
KG001

EXECUTE X X X C1.PACKA
GE.EXECU
TE.EXECU
TE.PKG001

BACKOUT X X X X X X C1.PACKA
GE.BACKO
UT.BACKO
UT.PKG001
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COMMIT X X X X X X C1.PACKA
GE.COMMI
T.COMMIT.
PKG001

UTILITY X X X X C1.PACKA
GE.UTILITY
.EXPORT.P
KG001

SHIP X X X X C1.PACKA
GE.PSHIP.
PSHIP.PKG
001

NOTE
Your access to data sets is indicated with an X. You must have READ access to the data sets to access the
Package Actions panel. For a description of column headings, see User Abbreviations.

Define a Security Rule for Concurrent Action Processing

You can restrict who can use the concurrent action processing facility at your site.

1. Determine which departments or users should have access to Concurrent Action Processing.
2. Determine the format for your Concurrent Action Processing security rule. To generate a pseudo data set name in the

format 'C1.CAP', set up the NAMEQU entry in the Name Equates Table using this format:
NAMEQU CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC,                       X

                 L1=('C1'),                       X

                 L2=('CAP')

Site Security Package Rules

Before you use ESI, write rules to correspond to Formats ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS through
CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC. Customize these formats to conform to your site security conventions to alter the
names that are generated at each control point, or to change the authority level and class.

ESI lets you map Endevor entities to your site security package. Different security packages such as ACF2, Top Secret,
RACF have different approaches to implementing security. Understand the approach used by your site security package
before attempting to map Endevor entities to your site security package.

WARNING
All site security packages (ACF2, Top Secret, RACF) deny access if security rules are not defined.

We recommend that you consider the following guidelines when writing security rules:

• Confirm that your security rules conform to your existing site naming conventions.
• Define action authorities that are based on pseudo data set rules rather than SAF authorities.
• Simplify rule definitions by omitting unnecessary format levels.
• Avoid inadvertently creating physical data sets when working with pseudo data sets.
• Do ONE of the following tasks:

– Use separate naming conventions for physical data sets and pseudo data sets.
– Define a different security class for pseudo data sets. See Defining a Class Other Than Data Set with RACF for

more information.
• If the authorization values in the SAF interface are customized, check and modify the product authorization mapping

(the FUNCEQU entries).

Develop ESI Profiles
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After you complete your ESI worksheet, use the pseudo data set names that you created for the ESI worksheets
to develop generic profiles. Determine whether you can combine any profiles before you submit the profiles to your
site security administrator.

For example, if you have three environments (DEV1, DEV2 and PROD) with three systems (FINANCE, PAYROLL, and
HUMNRCS) and you determine from the Action Initiation worksheet that QA has the authority to move elements for all
three systems within the DEV1 and DEV2 environments. Assume that you originally coded the profiles as shown next:

• C1.DEV1.FINANCE.*.MOVE

• C1.DEV1.PAYROLL.*.MOVE

• C1.DEV1.HUMNRCS.*.MOVE

• C1.DEV2.FINANCE.*.MOVE

• C1.DEV2.PAYROLL.*.MOVE

• C1.DEV2.HUMNRCS.*.MOVE

Only the second and third qualifiers are different. The second qualifier must be specified because it defines the
environment. The PROD environment is not included for QA access. The third qualifier, however, includes all systems so
that you can make it generic with a wildcard character as shown in the following table:

These three profiles Becomes one of these two profiles
C1.DEV1.FINANCE.*.MOVE
C1.DEV1.PAYROLL.*.MOVE
C1.DEV1.HUMNRCS.*.MOVE

C1.DEV1.*.*.MOVE
or
C1.DEV.-.-.MOVE

C1.DEV2.FINANCE.*.MOVE
C1.DEV2.PAYROLL.*.MOVE
C1.DEV2.HUMNRCS.*.MOVE

C1.DEV2.*.*.MOVE
or
C1.DEV2.-.-.MOVE

Identify User IDs that Require Access to ESI Rules and Profiles

After you complete your ESI worksheet, supply the TSO IDs that are required to access the ESI rules/profiles that you
created. Whenever possible, identify logical groups of IDs as shown in the following example:

all QA1* Ids

Create NAMEQU Entries for the Name Equates Table

Use the ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS through CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC (extension ACTION_INITIATION is optional)
layouts you developed for the ESI worksheets to create NAMEQU entries for the Name Equates Table. Edit member
BC1TNEQU of your iprfx.iqual.CSIQSRC installation library and modify the entries to reflect your choices for each of the
formats.

The following format Is derived from

ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS The Environment Worksheet (Part 3)

PRIMARY_OPTIONS The Primary Options Worksheet (Part 2)

FOREGROUND_OPTIONS The Foreground Options Worksheet (Part 2)

ACTION_INITIATION The Action Initiation Worksheet (Part2)

ACTION_INITIATION
(extension is optional)

The Action Initiation Worksheet (Part2)

PACKAGE_ACTIONS The Package Actions Worksheet
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How to Assemble and Link the Name Equates Table

After you determine the ESIDFLTS, FUNCEQU, and NAMEQU entries for your Name Equates Table, complete the
following four tasks:

1. Define the rules to your site security package.
2. Modify the BC1TNEQU member in your iprfx.iqual.CSIQSRC.
3. Assemble and link the modified table, using an SMP/E USERMOD. Alternatively, edit the sample JCL BC1JTABL,

located in iprfx.iqual.CSIQJCL, and use it to assemble and link source module BC1TNEQU outside of SMP/E.
4. Refresh the LINKLIST if the library is in the LINKLIST.

Define Rules for Your Site Security Package

Ensure that security rules are defined to your site security package. You can define security rules before enabling ESI.

WARNING
If you enable ESI without defining security rules, all access is denied.

Modify the BC1TNEQU Member

Edit member BC1TNEQU in your iprfx.iqual.CSIQSRC and modify the Name Equates Table entries to reflect the
parameters you selected for your site. Ensure that the table name ESIDFLTS entry label matches the load module name
that is created in the linkage step with the SYSLMOD DD statement.

Assemble and Link the Modified Table

If your APF-authorized library is in the LINKLIST, perform an LLA REFRESH. The name on the ESIDFLTS entry label and
the member name on the SYSLMOD DD statement must match.

At runtime, ESI dynamically loads the newly created Name Equates Table from an APF-authorized library (LINKLIST or
STEPLIB) to determine the RACROUTE request values to use.

Refresh the LINKLIST

Perform an LLA REFRESH if your APF-authorized library is in the LINKLIST. The JCL that assembles and links the
Name Equates Table and source code can be found in the member BC1TNEQU. The table name has been modified to
NEWTNEQU. The name on the ESIDFLTS entry label and the member name on the SYSLMOD DD statement match.

At runtime, ESI dynamically loads the newly created Name Equates Table from an APF-authorized library (LINKLIST or
STEPLIB) to determine the RACROUTE request values to use.

Activate ESI Using the C1DEFLTS Table

The C1DEFLTS table establishes the site, environment, and stage definitions for your installation. This table is an
assembler macro that defines parameters specific to the entire site and to each environment and stage at the site. Use the
following fields in the C1DEFLTS table to activate ESI:

ACCSTBL
Contains the name of the Name Equates table. The default value for this field is BC1TNEQU.

ESSI
Specifies if you want to use ESI security. The default value for the ESSI parameter is Y. If ESSI=N, then ESI is not
enabled.

PKGSEC
APPROVER

Indicates that standard approver security should be used (preRelease 3.8).
ESI

Indicates that the ESI interface is used, with the exception of review processing which still requires the
approver group (internal or external).
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MIGRATE
Allows both methods to be performed, with the Approver method having priority over the ESI method. Use
this method if you're migrating to the ESI method.

You can have external approver groups and package security through ESI.

APPROVER
Restricts package action through approver groups whether it is internal or external to the product.

ESI
Controls package actions with external security packages ACF2, Top Secret, and RACF using the ESI interface.

MIGRATE
Package actions are controlled by approver groups, ESI security, or both.

These options are different in the following ways:

• PKGSEC=APPROVER lets you restrict package actions through approver groups.
• If PKGSEC=ESI in the C1DEFLTS table, all package actions, including APPROVAL invoke ESI. To approve a package,

the user must be a member of the approver group whether it is an internal or external group. If you are a member of
the approver group, an ESI call is made to check if you are authorized to perform the REVIEW action. You can perform
the action if you are authorized, otherwise the action is denied.

NOTE
If No approval groups are related to an inventory location, the package is automatically approved. QUORUM
must be set to one or more.

• PKGSEC=MIGRATE - Once a package is created, cast, and approved the rules for ESI are invoked. The first security
call after the package is approved, is a call to the approver group. If you are a member of the approver group, the
package action is allowed. If you are not a member of the approver group, an ESI call is made to see if you are
authorized to perform the action. If you are authorized, the action is granted. If you are not authorized, the action is
denied.

Internal, external approver groups, or both are required for approval processing. If no approval groups are related to an
inventory group, the package is automatically approved. QUORUM must be set to one or more.

Modify the Name Equates Table Name

You can change the name of the Name Equates Table by changing the value in the ACCSTBL field. You must have also
assembled and linked the Name Equates Table with an identical CSECT name and load module name. For example, if
ACCSTBL=NEWTNEQU is coded in the C1DEFLTS Table, the load module that is named NEWTNEQU is assumed to
be the name for the Name Equates Table and the CSECT within the load module must have the same name. The Name
Equates Table contains a field that is set at assembly time with the name of the CSECT. This format prevents a user from
copying and renaming an invalid Name Equates table to gain unauthorized access.

NOTE
Do not enable ESSI or enter a table name (ESSI and ACCSTBL) until you are ready to test ESI.

In the following C1DEFLTS Table, the ACCSTBL field is set to a Name Equates Table name of NEWTNEQU. PKGSEC is
set to a value of ESI. The ESSI enabled flag is set to a value of 'Y'.

C1DEFLTS TYPE=MAIN,

        ACCSTBL=NEWTNEQU,    ACCESS SECURITY TABLE            *

        APRVFLG=N,           APPROVAL PROCESSING (Y/N)        *

        ESSI=Y,              ESI ENABLED                      *

        PKGCSEC=Y,           PACKAGE CAST SECURITY            *

        PKGISEC=Y,           PACKAGE INSPECT SECURITY         *

        PKGSEC=ESI,          USE EXTERNAL SECURITY            *

        RACFUID=,            ALTERNATE ID USERID              *        
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The first portion of the C1DEFLTS Table (TYPE=MAIN) should be set up once.

NOTE
For more information about these fields and the C1DEFLTS table, see Administrating.

Test ESI Security and Monitor Warnings

After you install and enable  ESI, verify that ESI has been activated to monitor the security violations issued by the
product.

Verify ESI Activation

To ensure that ESI is enabled, display your site information. If a Y appears in the ESI field, ESI is enabled. The Access
Table field contains the name of the Name Equates Table and the PKGSEC field is set to Y.

Monitor Security Violations

You can monitor security violations using ESI warning mode or the CONRPT40 and CONRPT41 reports. Warning mode
violations are recorded in the ESI warning report.

The CONRPT40 and CONRPT41 reports record attempts by users to perform unauthorized actions.

NOTE
For more information about using CONRPT40 and CONRPT41, see Reporting .

ESI Warning Mode

ESI Warning Mode lets you test your security implementation without denying users access to Endevor objects. If access
rules are not coded, Endevor ordinarily denies access. When using Warning Mode, access to resources is allowed even
if your site security package (ACF2, Top Secret, RACF) indicates that access should be denied. Use ESI Warning Mode
before writing security rules or as an initial test for your security rules.

When your security system identifies a security exception and ESI Warning Mode is enabled, a System Management
Facility (SMF) instance records the event. You can then use the ESI Exception Warning report to format and print the ESI
warning SMF records in a convenient and easy-to-read report.

SMF records are always written to the SMF data sets (SYS1.MANx). Additionally, you can send records to a sequential
data set by allocating a data set to the DDname EN$SMESI. This step automatically writes the SMF records to the SMF
data set and the sequential data set.

The ESI Exception Warning report summarizes the SMF records written to the SMF and the sequential data sets. The
report data is summarized by entity name, entity format type, entity class, user ID, event date, and time. The original
return codes and reason codes are listed with a summary report including each entity name and all the exceptions that
are associated with the entity. The Exception Warning report also includes information about each Name Equates Table
encountered.

The following JCL example shows how to execute an Exception Warning report:

//ESIWREPT EXEC PRM=NDVRC1,PARM='ENRASW00\,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB DD DIPS=SHR,DN=iprfx.iqual.loadlib

//EN$SMESI DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SMP.data.set

//EN$SMRPT DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=6118,RECFM=FBA)

In this example, the program NDVRC1 invokes the exception report ENRASW00. EN$SMESI identifies the input SMF
records and EN$SMRPT identifies the output data set.

ESI Defaults (ESIDFLTS) Macro

This macro lets you specify how you manage ESI diagnostics. You can use the ESIDFLTS macro to write a diagnostic
trace to improve performance and enable warning mode.

Enable ESI Warning Mode
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To enable ESI warning mode, specify WARN=YES in the Name Equates Table. The keyword is specified on the
ESIDFLTS or NAMEQU entries. The ESIDFLTS value affects the entire table. The NAMEQU value only affects the entry
for which it is specified and overrides the ESIDFLTS value.

ESI Trace Facility

This facility helps you to determine if security is functioning as desired at your site. When the Trace Facility is activated,
every security call to ESI writes a trace record. The Trace DDname determines where the data is sent. Use the Trace
Facility to perform the following tasks:

• Ensure that the format of the entity name is correct.
• Review the results of a SAF request (a return code or a reason code).

Ensure the Correct Format of the Pseudo Data Set Name

Examine a trace record to determine if the format of the entity name is correct. The following sample trace record shows a
highlighted pseudo data set name (Entity=C1.ENVIRON.PROD).

ENCS001I:  Using BC1TNEQU table entitled 'Endevor NAMEQU Table 4.0' 

ENCS001I:  The table was assembled on 07/18/00 at 12.09 

ENCS001I:  ESI defaults: 

ENCS001I:  ESIDFLTS DESC=(6),                                                      + 

ENCS001I:     ROUTCDE=(11),                                                        + 

ENCS001I:     WARN=YES,                                                            + 

ENCS001I:     HEADER=YES,                                                          + 

ENCS001I:     LATSIZE=10,                                                          + 

ENCS001I:     TITLE='Endevor NAMEQU Table 4.0' 

ENCS001I:  Function authorization equates: 

ENCS001I:  FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=NONE,                                                   + 

ENCS001I:     C1ACTNS=(PRINT,SIGNIN) 

ENCS001I:  FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=CONTROL,                                                + 

ENCS001I:     C1ACTNS=(ARCHIVE,DELETE,DISPLAY,MOVE,RETRIEVE,SIGNOVR),              + 

ENCS001I:  FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=UPDATE,                                                 + 

ENCS001I:     C1ACTNS=(ADD,GENERATE,UPDATE) 

ENCS001I:  FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=ALTER,                                                  + 

ENCS001I:     C1ACTNS=(ENVRNMGR) ENCS001I:  Format definitions: 

ENCS001I:  NAMEQU ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS,                                              + 

ENCS001I:     CLASS='$ENDEVOR',                                                    + 

ENCS001I:     WARN=NO,                                                             + 

ENCS001I:     LOG=NONE,                                                            + 

ENCS001I:     L1=('Endevor'),                                                   + 

ENCS001I:     L2=('CLASS=$ENDEVOR')                                                + 

ENCS001I:     L3=('ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS_TEST'),                                      + 

ENCS001I:     L4=('ENVIRONMENT=',ENVIRONMENT) 

ENCS101I Format=0001 Pass=0000 Auth=READ ACEE=00000000 

ENCS101I Class=$ENDEVOR Log=NONE 

ENCS101I Scale=0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6 

ENCS101I Entity=Endevor.CLASS=$ENDEVOR.ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS_TEST.ENVIRONMENT=D         ....+....7....+....8....

+....9....+....0....+....1....+....2         EV 

ENCS101I User DA2DM47 access is denied  from SAF 

ENCS101I RACROUTE RC=0008 RACHECK RC=0008 REASON=0000 

ENCS101I Format=0001 Pass=0000 Auth=READ ACEE=00000000 

ENCS101I Class=$ENDEVOR Log=NONE ENCS101I Scale=0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6 

ENCS101I Entity=Endevor.CLASS=$ENDEVOR.ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS_TEST.ENVIRONMENT=B         ....+....7....+....8....

+....9....+....0....+....1....+....2         ST 
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ENCS101I User DA2DM47 access is allowed from SAF

Review RACROUTE Request Return Codes

Examine a trace record to review RACROUTE request return codes. The previous sample trace record includes
highlighted RACROUTE return codes (RACROUTE(0000) RACHECK(0000) REASON(0000)).

Trace Record Format

This record has the following format:

FORMAT=n

PASS=n

AUTH=n

ACEE=n

CLASS=DATASET

ENTITY=(Ln...)

USER=userid

ACCESS=(ALLOWED/DISALLOWED)

FROM=(SAF/LAT)

in WARN mode

RACROUTE RC=n

RACHECK RC=n

REASON RC=n 

Format=n
Specifies the NAMEQU format, where:

• FORMAT1 is ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS
• FORMAT2 is PRIMARY_OPTIONS
• FORMAT3 is FOREGROUND_OPTIONS
• FORMAT4 and FORMAT5 are ACTION_INITIATION
• FORMAT6 is PACKAGE_ACTIONS
• FORMAT7 is CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC

PASS=n
0 or 1.

AUTH=auth1
Specifies the requested authorization value as defined by the FUNCEQU macro: 'NONE' 'READ'
'UPDT' (UPDATE) 'CNTL' (CONTROL) 'ALTR' (ALTER)

ACEE=n
For TSO environments, this value is usually 0.

CLASS=class name
Specifies the resource name security class. The default is class name.

ENTITY=entity name
Specifies the pseudo data set name that is passed to SAF.

USER=userid
Specifies a user ID for verification.

ACCESS=(ALLOWED/DISALLOWED)
Specifies whether access to the entity is allowed or disallowed.

FROM=(SAF|LAT)
in WARN mode
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Displayed only when running in warning mode. Specifies that a user is allowed access because warning mode is
turned on.

RACROUTE RC=n
Specifies the return code from the RACROUTE request: 0 = Permit request, nonzero = Fail request

RACHECK RC=n
Specifies the return code from the RACHECK request (internal to RACROUTE).

REASON=n
Specifies the reason code from the RACHECK.

NOTE
For ACF2 and Top Secret users, the AUTH value is alternately mapped to the appropriate value.

Use the Trace Facility

To use the ESITRACE command or DD statement, enable  ESI and have access to the product CLIST Library. If you do
not have access to the CLIST Library, use the TSO ALLOCATE command.

NOTE
For more information about using the TSO ALLOCATE command, see TSO ALLOCATE Command Tasks.

ESITRACE Command in Foreground Mode

The ESITRACE simplifies Trace Facility use as shown in this syntax:

   ?? TERMINAL ??

????? CONSOLE????? DATASET? ¤ ?????????????????????????????? ¤ ? . ????????

                               ?        ?? SHR ??         ?

                               ??????????? OLD ????????????

                               ?        ?? NEW ??         ?

                               ?        ?? MOD ??         ?

                               ?        ?? KEEP ??        ?         

                               ??????????? CAT ????????????

                               ?      ??? (ESI.TRACE) ??? ?

                               ?? DSN????(dataset name)????

Use the following ESITRACE parameters to activate and deactivate the ESI Trace Facility in foreground mode.

Start
Allocates the trace data set which activates the Trace Facility. START is the default.

Stop
Deallocates the trace data set which deactivates the Trace Facility.
TERMINAL

Directs the trace output to your terminal. TERMINAL is the default.
CONSOLE

Directs the trace output to the operator console.
DATASET

Allocates the trace output to the data set identified by the DSN parameter:
SHR

Allocates the trace data set with share status. SHR is the default.
OLD

Allocates the trace data set exclusively.
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NEW
Allocates the trace data set with the name specified in the DSN parameter.

MOD
Writes new trace records at the end of the trace data set (EN$TRESI).

KEEP
Keeps the trace data set when deallocated. KEEP is the default.

CAT
Catalogs the trace data set (EN$TRESI) when deallocated.

DSN
(data set name)
Identifies the name of the trace data set and is ignored for CONSOLE or TERMINAL allocations. The
DSN follows the rules for TSO data set names.

ESI.TRACE
Default name of the trace data set.

dataset name
User specified trace data set name

How to Run ESI Trace

You can write trace records to a terminal, the operator console, or to data sets as shown in the following examples:

Example 1: Use the following CLIST parameter to start the Trace Facility and send all trace records to your terminal by
default:

    %ESITRACE START 

Example 2: Use the following CLIST parameter to start the Trace Facility and write trace records to the operator console:

    %ESITRACE CONSOLE START 

Example 3: Use the following CLIST parameter to start the Trace Facility and write all trace records to the data set named
userid.ESI.TRACE:

    %ESITRACE DATASET DSN (ESI.TRACE) NEW CAT   

NOTE
If you enter commands from an ISPF screen, preface the ESITRACE command with 'TSO'.

Deactivate the Trace Facility

After you confirm that ESI is configured properly, deactive the trace facility by using the following CLIST parameter:

%ESITRACE STOP

TSO ALLOCATE Command Tasks

The following table shows how you can use the TSO ALLOCATE and FREE commands to enable and disable the
ESITRACE facility:

Task TSO ALLOCATE/FREE Command

Start the Trace Facility ALLOC DD (EN$TRESI)
DA(MY.ESI.DATASET) NEW CAT SPACE (11)
CYLINDERS LRECL(133) BLKSIZE(6118)
RECFM(FBA) UNIT(SYSDA) VOL(TSO001)

Allocate a data set to your terminal ALLOC DD (EN$TRESI) DA(*) SHR
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Allocate an existing data set and append records ALLOC DD (EN$TRESI)
DA(MY.ESI.TRACE.DATASET) MOD

Write trace data to the operator console ALLOC DD (EN$TRESI) DUMMY SHR

Stop the Trace Facility FREE DD (EN$TRESI)

If you allocate the ESI trace using the TSO ALLOCATE command or ISPF panels, use the following DCB parameters:

• BLKSIZE (multiples of 133)
• LRECL (133)
• RECFM (FBA)

Activate ESI Trace in Batch Mode

Activate the ESI Trace facility for batch processing by including the following DD statement in your execution JCL:

//EN$TRESI DD SYSOUT=*

Write trace information to a data set by putting the following DD statement in your execution JCL:

//EN$TRESI DD DSN=data.set.name,DISP=SHR

Where DCB attributes match the ones noted in the previous code.

Name Equates Table
The Name Equates compiled table, BC1TNEQU, SIspecifies rules that map entity names to pseudo data set names
during security control point encounters.

The following entries are coded in the Name Equates Table:

• ESI Defaults Entries (ESIDFLTS)
Improves performance and establishes the default behavior for all security call formats and traces.

• Function Equates Entries (FUNCEQU)
Equates Endevor access levels to authorization values for the RACROUTE attr=auth parameter. This entry lets you
map product actions to authorization values or keywords for your site security package.

• Name Equates Entries (NAMEQU)
Creates the ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS through CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC pseudo data set names. This entry
creates the entity=dsname value that is used by the RACROUTE request. This entry becomes the pseudo data set
names that are sent to the RACROUTE macro. Each entry corresponds to a specific security control point that you can
secure. Six different security call formats exist for pseudo data sets. The following table shows the correlation of the
pseudo data set formats to security control points and indicates the access check that occurs:

Security Control Point Format Where the Security Check
Occurs

Access Check

Environment ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS
(formerly FORMAT1)

Before building the Environment
Selection menu
When you change the current
Environment through a panel
During batch processing to
validate your Environment
access

Verifies user access to a
requested environment
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Primary Options PRIMARY_OPTIONS
(formerly FORMAT2)

Before building the
Environments Primary Options
menu
During LOAD/UNLOAD/
RELOAD processing
During batch package
processing

Verifies user access to
operations appearing in the
Primary Options menu.

Foreground Options FOREGROUND_OPTION
(formerly FORMAT3)

Before building the Foreground
Options menu for the
Environment

Verifies user access to actions
available on the Foreground
Options menu.

Action Initiation ACTION_INITIATION-standard
and extension
(formerly FORMAT4 and
FORMAT5)

Before performing the requested
action
Before cast, during package
processing if PKGCSEC=Y
Before inspect, during package
processing if PKGISEC=Y
During package verification
processing

Verifies user access to actions
such as DISPLAY, ADD/
UPDATE, RETRIEVE, or
GENERATE.

Package Actions PACKAGE_ACTIONS Before performing the requested
package action

Verifies user access to package
actions such as CREATE,
CAST, DYNAMIC, REVIEW, and
EXECUTE (applies to ESI only).

Concurrent Action Processing CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC Before initiating concurrent
batch actions

Verifies user access to request
concurrent action processing.

A sample Name Equates Table is shown next:

         TITLE 'BC1TNEQU - EXTERNAL SECURITY INTERFACE TABLE.'

***********************************************************************

*        DEFINE ESI DEFAULTS                                          *

***********************************************************************

BC1TNEQU ESIDFLTS WARN=NO,                                             +

               TITLE='BC1TNEQU SECURITY INTERFACE TABLE',              +

               HEADER=YES,                                             +

               DESC=6,                                                 +

               ROUTCDE=11

***********************************************************************

*        MAP E/MVS AUTHORITIES TO SAF AUTHORITIES FOR                 *

*        ACTION_INITIATION AND PACKAGE_ACTIONS FORMAT CALLS.          *

*        NOTE: ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS, PRIMARY_OPTIONS AND                *

*              FOREGROUND_OPTIONS FORMAT CALLS ALWAYS USE READ        *

*              AUTHORITY AND CANNOT BE MODIFIED.                      *

***********************************************************************

         FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=READ,                                         +

               C1ACTNS=(ADD,ARCHIVE,DELETE,                            +

               DISPLAY,ENVRNMGR,GENERATE,MOVE,                         +

               PBACKOUT,PCAST,PCOMMIT,PCREATE,PDISPLAY,PDYNAMIC,       +

               PEXECUTE,PLIST,PMODIFY,PREVIEW,PSHIP,                   +

               PUTILITY,RETRIEVE,SIGNIN,SIGNOUT,SIGNOVR,UPDATE)

***********************************************************************

*        SAMPLE SYNTAX OF OTHER SUPPORTED FUNCEQU AUTHORITIES LEVELS  *

***********************************************************************

*        FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=NONE,                                        +
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*        FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=UPDATE,                                      +

*        FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=CONTROL,                                     +

         FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=ALTER,                                        +

               C1ACTNS=(ALTER)                                         

***********************************************************************

*        END OF FUNCEQU SECTION                                       *

***********************************************************************

         FUNCEQU TYPE=END

         SPACE 2

***********************************************************************

*        SPECIFY SAF DATASET NAME FORMATS                             *

***********************************************************************

         NAMEQU ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS,                                    +

               L1=('C1'),                                              +

               L2=('ENVIRON'),                                         +

               L3=(ENVIRONMENT)

         NAMEQU PRIMARY_OPTIONS,                                       +

               L1=('C1'),                                              +

               L2=(ENVIRONMENT),                                       +

               L3=('PMENU'),                                           +

               L4=(MENUITEM)

         NAMEQU FOREGROUND_OPTIONS,                                    +

               L1=('C1'),                                              +

               L2=(ENVIRONMENT),                                       +

               L3=('FORACTN'),                                         +

               L4=(MENUITEM)

         NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION,                                     +

               L1=('C1'),                                              +

               L2=(ENVIRONMENT),                                       +

               L3=(SYSTEM),                                            +

               L4=(SUBSYSTEM)

         NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION,                                     +

               L1=('C1'),                                              +

               L2=(MENUAUTH)

***********************************************************************        

*        SAMPLE SYNTAX FOR EXPLICIT CONTROL OF INDIVIDUAL ACTIONS    *        

*        NOTE: MAKE SURE YOUR SECURITY RULES MATCH OR ARE GENERIC     *        

***********************************************************************        

*              L3=(MENUITEM)                                                   

***********************************************************************        

*        SAMPLE SYNTAX FOR THE ALTERFLD KEYWORD FOR THE ALTER ACTION  *        

***********************************************************************        

*              L4=(ALTERFLD)                                                   

***********************************************************************     

         NAMEQU PACKAGE_ACTIONS,                                       +

               L1=('C1'),                                              +

               L2=('PACKAGE'),                                         +

               L3=(MENUITEM),                                          +

               L4=(PKGSUBFC),                                          +

               L5=(PKGID)

         NAMEQU CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC,                                   +

               CLASS='DATASET',                                        +

               WARN=NO,                                                +
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               LOG=NONE,                                               +

               L1=('C1'),                                              +

               L2=('CAP')                                               

********************************************************************** *

*        SAMPLE SYNTAX OF OTHER SUPPORTED NAMEQU PACKAGE_ACTIONS       *

*        SYMBOLIC PARAMETERS                                           *

******************************************************************* ****

*              LN=(PKGAPPGR),                                          +

*              LN=(PKGBOE),                                            +

*              LN=(PKGSHR),                                            +

*              LN=(PKGSTAT),                                           +

*              LN=(PKGTYPE),                                           +

*              LN=(PKGPROM),                                           +

*              LN=(PKGDEST),                                           +

*              WARN=NO

***********************************************************************

*        END OF NAMEQU SECTION                                        *

***********************************************************************

         NAMEQU TYPE=END

         END 

Define ESI Diagnostics Using the ESIDFLTS Macro

The ESI Defaults macro (ESIDFLTS) helps you manage ESI diagnostics by letting you specify default behavior for all
security call formats and tracing. It also includes an option to improve performance. You can use the ESIDFLTS macro to
write a diagnostic trace, to improve performance, and to enable warning mode. The security lookaside table (LAT) feature
lets you reduce the number of calls to the SAF interface, which improves performance. The result of each resource
access request to SAF is stored in the LAT. ESI checks the LAT first for authorization and if the resource access request is
listed, ESI does not call SAF.

We recommend that you use the default settings in the sample ESIDFLTS macro included with your installation kit. You
can define only one ESIDFLTS macro in the Name Equates table. List the ESIDFLTS macro first. The following excerpt
from a sample Name Equates table shows the ESIDFLTS macro with the LAT feature enabled:

    ESIDFLTS TITLE='BC1TNEQU',                          

        HEADER=ALL,                                 

        LATSIZE=5,                                  

        WARN=NO

To turn on or off the LAT feature, code the ESIDFLTS entry according to the following syntax:

   ESIDFLTS TITLE='BC1TNEQU',                          

        HEADER=ALL,                                                                  

        WARN=NO

The format of the ESIDFLTS macro is listed next:

DESC=
Specifies the descriptor codes that are used with the Write to Operator (WTO) messages when the trace is written
to the operator console. WTO is the default if DESC= is not specified.

HEADER=(ALL/NONE)
Specifies whether to write the header information to the trace destination when opening the EN$TRESI DD. ALL
(or YES) specifies that the header is written. NONE specifies that header information is not written.
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LATSIZE=n
Specifies the number of 4K pages that are used to store access entries in the LAT. There are approximately 35
entries per 4K page. We recommend a LATSIZE setting from 2 through 10. LATSIZE=0 (default) turns off LAT.
The maximum LATSIZE value is 524,287, which we do not recommend. When the LAT is full, new security calls
are issued to SAF. The LAT size is allocated in each address space. To determine if the LAT space gets full often
and should be increased, check the ESI trace facility.

ROUTECDE=
Specifies the routing codes that are used with the WTO message when trace information is written to the
operator console. The default is WTO if ROUTECDE= is not specified.

TITLE=
Specifies a character string that is defined in the Name Equates Table. The title is displayed in the trace header.
The default TITLE is 'No Title Specified'. The string 'BC1TNEQU' is added to the specified string.

WARN=(YES/NO)
Specifies warning mode for the table. Individual formats can override the WARN= setting.

Define SAF Authorization Levels Using the FUNCEQU Macro

When ESI issues a RACROUTE request using ACTION_INITIATION at the Action Initiation security control point or
PACKAGE_ACTIONS at the Package Actions security control point, it determines the SAF authorization level (attr=auth)
by checking the FUNCEQU entry.

ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS, PRIMARY_OPTIONS, and CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC are always issued with a READ
request and cannot be modified through the Name Equates table.

     FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=READ,                                    +

        C1ACTNS=(ADD,ARCHIVE,DELETE,                          +

        DISPLAY,ENVRNMGR,GENERATE,MOVE,                       +

        PBACKOUT,PCAST,PCOMMIT,PCREATE,PDISPLAY,PDYNAMIC,     +

        PEXECUTE,PLIST,PMODIFY,PREVIEW,PSHIP,                 +

        PUTILITY,RETRIEVE,SIGNIN,SIGNOUT,SIGNOVR,UPDATE)      

     FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=ALTER,                                   +

               C1ACTNS=(ALTER)   

     FUNCEQU TYPE=END

To change the mapping of access level to authorization values for ACTION_INITIATION or PACKAGE_ACTIONS, code
the FUNCEQU entry according to the following syntax:

 FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=(auth),

 C1ACTNS=(c1access,c1access,...,c1access)

• auth
The SAF authorization value that is equated with the access level (c1access). Valid auth values follow:
– NONE
– READ
– UPDATE
– CONTROL
– ALTER

• c1access
The access level that is equated with the SAF authorization value (auth). Valid c1access levels are:
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– ADD
– ALTER
– ARCHIVE
– DELETE
– DISPLAY
– ENVRNMGR
– GENERATE
– MOVE
– PBACKOUT
– PCAST
– PCOMMIT
– PCREATE
– PDISPLAY
– PDYNAMIC
– PEXECUTE
– PLIST
– PMODIFY
– PREVIEW
– PUTILITY
– PSHIP
– RETRIEVE
– SIGNIN
– SIGNOUT
– SIGNOVR
– UPDATE

WARNING
You can associate each c1access value with only one auth value. For example, you cannot associate the
GENERATE c1access value to READ and CONTROL auth values.

If you code an auth value of NONE, a security check (a RACROUTE request) is not issued for the c1access functions it
covers. Omitting C1ACTN from the definitions results in a default assignment of NONE. Use NONE when a security check
is not desired. For example, the following code results in no security with DISPLAY and RETRIEVE.

Map Authorization Values
 FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=(NONE),                                     X  

        C1ACTNS=(DISPLAY,RETRIEVE)

ACF2 and Top Secret users should be aware that a secondary mapping of the RACROUTE authorization value to security
product equivalents occurs in the SAF interface that is supplied with each security product.

SAF Value RACF Values ACF2 Value Top Secret Value

Read Read Read Read

Update Update Write Update

Control Control Write Control

Alter Alter Allocate Control

NOTE
If you specify a value other than READ, you may need to update the SAF authorization when a new release of
your site security package alters mapping values.
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The required access level is determined at the action initiation security control point. ACF2 and Top Secret downgrade the
control authority to UPDATE or WRITE for non-VSAM data sets. Consider this point when you set up ESI security rules.

Securing Actions Using the FUNCEQU Entry

The FUNCEQU example in Defining SAF Authorization Levels shows a single level authorization. This level means that
all MENUAUTH/ACTIONS are defined in the FUNCEQU entry with a single SAF value or attribute level of READ. When
a user requests an action, the pseudo data set is built and is passed to the site security package. The user authorization
level is returned to ESI and the user can invoke the action for as long as the user has READ access to the pseudo data
set.

You can also secure actions by modifying the FUNCEQU entry. Actions should be logically grouped and mapped to
different SAF values or attribute levels. When the ACTION_ INITIATION or PACKAGE_ACTIONS security control point is
encountered, the pseudo data set is built and passed to the site security package. The use authorization level is returned
to ESI and is compared to the SAF value coded for the action. If the user authorization level is equal to or greater than the
level defined in the SAFAUTH parameter, the action is allowed. Otherwise, the action is denied.

The following example is of a modified FUNCEQU entry with four authorization levels:

     FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=READ,                                                  X

        C1ACTNS=(RETRIEVE,SIGNIN,SIGNOUT,PDISPLAY,PLIST)

     FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=UPDATE,                                                X

        C1ACTNS=(ADD,UPDATE,GENERATE)

     FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=CONTROL,                                               X

        C1ACTNS=(MOVE,SIGNOVR,ARCHIVE,DELETE)

     FUNCEQU SAFAUTH=ALTER,                                                 X

        C1ACTNS=(ENVRNMGR,ALTER,                                            X

        PCREATE,PCAST,PREVIEW,PEXECUTE, PDYNAMIC,                           X

        PBACKOUT,PCOMMIT,PSHIP,PUTILITY)

     FUNCEQU TYPE=END

To initiate a MOVE, SIGNOUT OVERRIDE, ARCHIVE, or DELETE action, the user must have control authority
to the pseudo data set. Because DISPLAY is not explicitly coded in a FUNCEQU entry and therefore defaults to
SAFAUTH=NONE, all users are granted DISPLAY access provided they pass other appropriate security control points.

Define SAF Name Formats Using the NAMEQU Macro

ESI determines data set name formats by checking the NAMEQU entry in the Name Equates Table. The following excerpt
from the sample Name Equates Table shows the NAMEQU entries that create the ENTITY=dsname value that is used by
the RACROUTE request.

     NAMEQU ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS,                                      +

        L1=('C1'),                                                   +

        L2=('ENVIRON'),                                              +

        L3=(ENVIRONMENT)

     NAMEQU PRIMARY_OPTIONS,                                         +

        L1=('C1'),                                                   +

        L2=(ENVIRONMENT),                                            +

        L3=('PMENU'),                                                +

        L4=(MENUITEM)

     NAMEQU FOREGROUND_OPTIONS,                                      +

        L1=('C1'),                                                   +

        L2=(ENVIRONMENT),                                            +

        L3=('FORACTN'),                                              +

        L4=(MENUITEM)

     NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION,                                       +
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        L1=('C1'),                                                   +

        L2=(ENVIRONMENT),                                            +

        L3=(SYSTEM),                                                 +

        L4=(SUBSYSTEM)

     NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION,                                       +

        L1=('C1'),                                                   +

        L2=(MENUAUTH)

***********************************************************************        

*        SAMPLE SYNTAX FOR EXPLICIT CONTROL OF INDIVIDUAL ACTIONS    *        

*        NOTE: MAKE SURE YOUR SECURITY RULES MATCH OR ARE GENERIC     *        

***********************************************************************        

*              L3=(MENUITEM)                                                   

***********************************************************************        

*        SAMPLE SYNTAX FOR THE ALTERFLD KEYWORD FOR THE ALTER ACTION  *        

***********************************************************************        

*              L4=(ALTERFLD)                                                   

***********************************************************************        

 

     NAMEQU PACKAGE_ACTIONS,                                         +

        L1=('C1'),                                                   +

        L2=('PACKAGE'),                                              +

        L3=(MENUITEM),                                               +

        L4=(PKGSUBFC),                                               +

        L5=(PKGID)

    NAMEQU CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC,                                      +

        CLASS='DATASET',                                             +

        WARN=NO,                                                     +

        LOG=NONE,                                                    +

        L1=('C1'),                                                   +

        L2=('CAP')                                                

Each format (ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS through CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC) is defined only once within the Name
Equates Table. (An optional second format is allowed for ACTION_INITIATION.)

Many installations have unique naming standards and index levels for data set names. ESI lets you customize data set
names to conform to your site conventions. Additionally, you can establish your own security levels for any field.

NOTE
These names only represent data set access rules. Physical data sets are not associated with these rules.

Change Names Generated at Security Control Points

To change the names that are generated at each security point, code the NAMEQU entry according to the following
syntax:

 NAMEQU FORMAT,                                            X    

        Ln=(field1(begin,length),...fieldn(begin,length)), X    

        CLASS=classname,                                   X    

        LOG=(ASIS|NONE|NOFAIL|NOSTAT),                     X    

        WARN=(YES|NO)

 NAMEQU TYPE=END

security call FORMAT
The data set name format (ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS through CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC)
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Ln
The index level of the data set name. Data set names are generated in the form of: L1.L2.L3.L4. The index
levels generated are separated from other levels by a period (.). n specifies a value from 1-10. The fieldn values
described next specify the index levels.

fieldn (begin, length)
A literal or a Endevor keyword which is placed into the specified index level. Fieldn can be any literal of up to
eight characters. Literals must be enclosed in single quotation marks. (begin, length) is an optional parameter
which allows you to specify a portion of an Endevor keyword. For more information about the begin and length
parameters, see How to Specify a Substring of a Keyword.

classname
The literal DATA SET or a user-defined resource class. DATA SET is the default if classname is not coded. A
classname value other than DATASET may yield unpredictable results such as shortening the data set name. For
more information, see How to Define a Class Other Than Data Set with RACF.

LOG=(ASIS| NONE| NOFAIL|NOSTAT)
Specifies whether the security software at your site logs access attempts. The LOG parameter is used on the
RACROUTE macro. SMF records written by site security as a result of the LOG parameter are in addition
to, and separate from, Endevor written SMF records. For more information about Endevor SMF logging, see
Administrating. The valid values are:

• ASIS Records access attempts as specified by the operating system ADDSD and ALTDSD operator
commands, or with the RDEFINE and RALTER commands for tape or DASD volumes (if the CLASS=
parameter specifies something other than data set). ASIS gives the security package control over what is
logged based on the profile AUDIT options, the user UAUDIT attribute, and SETROPTS LOGOPTIONS
settings.

• NONE Suppresses logging by site security. If you are an ACF2 user, set this parameter. Default.
• NOFAIL Records access attempts depending on authorization check results. Does not record an access

attempt, if the authorization check fails. If the authorization check succeeds, the access attempt is recorded.
When used with a site security AUDIT setting of FAILURES(READ), the site security does not log a successful
authorization check

• NOSTAT The access attempt is not recorded and resource statistics are not updated.

WARN= (YES|NO)
Specifies the local warning option. This parameter overrides the ESIDFLTS value. The YES option turns on
warning mode for the resource name (the security control point). The NO option turns off warning mode. If YES or
NO is not specified, the action defaults to the coding specified in the ESIDFLTS WARN option is not specified, the
default value is WARN=NO.

TYPE=END
Indicates that the end of the name equates entries and can be specified separately or on the last NAMEQU
FORMATn entry.

How to Specify a Substring of a Keyword

You can specify a substring of a keyword, according to the following syntax:

Ln=(KEYWORD(B,L))

B
The first character of the keyword (beginning column relative to one).

L
The number of characters to extract from the keyword.

For example, to obtain a field value of FIN to represent a system that is named FINANCE, use the following code:

L1=(SYSTEM(1,3))
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You can concatenate field values by specifying more than one field, each separated by a comma. For example, to obtain a
field value of ENVIPROD to represent an environment that is named PRODUCTION, use the following code:

L2=('ENVI',ENVIRONMENT(1,4))

NOTE
When data set names are generated, all trailing and embedded blanks are compressed. A value of '$' occurs in
the index level of the name if the resulting index level is all blanks (that is, not available).

Keywords

The following table lists the keywords and the formats for which the keywords are available.

Keyword ENV PRI FOR ACTS PKG CAP

ENVIRONMENT X X X X

ACTION X X X X

MENUITEM X X X X

MENUAUTH X X X X

ALTERFLD X

SYSTEM X

SUBSYSTEM X

STAGEID X

STAGENAME X

STAGENO X

TYPE X

ELEMENT X

ELM-10 X

CCID X

PKGSUBFC X

PKGID X

PKGTYPE X

PKGSTAT X

PKGAPPGR X

PKGBOE X

PKGSHR X

PKGPROM X

NOTE
The format names that are used in the table have been abbreviated as: ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS=ENV,
PRIMARY_OPTIONS=PRI, FOREGROUND_OPTIONS=FOR, ACTION_INITIATION=ACTS,
PACKAGE_ACTIONS=PKG and CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC=CAP.

A brief definition of each keyword follows:

ENVIRONMENT (1)
The Endevor environment name
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ACTION
The Endevor access level for which a request is made. The ACTION keyword is interchangeable with the
MENUAUTH keyword. The following values are valid for action: ADD, ALTER, ARCHIVE, DELETE, DISPLAY,
ENVRNMGR, GENERATE, MOVE, PBACKOUT, PCAST, PCOMMIT, PCREATE, PDISPLAY, PEXECUTE, PLIST,
PMODIFY, PREVIEW, PUTILITY, RETRIEVE, SIGNIN, SIGNOUT, SIGNOVR, UPDATE

ALTERFLD
When added to a level of the NAMEQU for the ACTION_INITIATION entry, provides more granularity for defining
access to the Alter action. This keyword allows you to limit who can perform Alter action updates on Element
record metadata depending on which metadata field the user is attempting to update. At execution time, the
ALTERFLD keyword resolves to one of the following values for the Alter action. The value that is used to build the
pseudo data set node depends on the field that is specified in the Alter action indicating which metadata field the
Alter action is attempting to change:

Pseudo Data Set Node Name Field Value on the Alter Action

ALTRPRG Processor Group

ALTRSGN Signout Userid

ALTRDES Description

ALTRUSR User Data

ALTRCCL Last Action CCID

ALTRCCG Generate CCID

ALTRCCR Retrieve CCID

A separate call to the security exit is performed for each field that is specified in an Alter action request. All
fields in the Alter request are verified, even if a security failure occurs on some prior field. However, if any of the
fields fail the security check, the entire action will fail and none of the Alter fields will be updated. If you add the
ALTERFLD keyword to your ACTION_INITIATION entry, then for an Alter action, the ALTERFLD will resolve to the
value of the field being altered.

NOTE

If no value is applicable for the ALTERFLD keyword, that is, this is a non-Alter action, then it will be
skipped for generating that portion of the pseudo data set name.  This is a little different from how other
NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION keywords are handled. For instance, if the CCID keyword is specified
as a level of the NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION and the CCID field is blank, a “.$” would be substituted.
This special handling for the ALTERFLD keyword is provided so that security rules for non-Alter actions
do not have to be adjusted.

For example, assume the following NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION entry and assume that Environment=ENV1,
System=SYS1, Subsystem=SUB2 and the Alter action is executed to replace the Description field. ALTRDES
is substituted for the ALTERFLD keyword and the pseudo data set name that is checked for access is:
C1.ENV1.SYS1.SUB2.ALTER.ALTRDES

• – If the action had been an Add instead of an Alter, the following pseudo data set name would result:
C1.ENV1.SYS1.SUB2.ADD

– If the action had been a Generate instead of an Alter, the following pseudo data set name would result:
C1.ENV1.SYS1.SUB2.GENERATE

NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION,

      CLASS='DATASET',  

      WARN=NO,  (DEFAULT)

      LOG=NONE,         

      L1=('C1'),        
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      L2=(ENVIRONMENT), 

      L3=(SYSTEM),      

      L4=(SUBSYSTEM),   

      L5=(MENUAUTH),    

      L6=(ALTERFLD)

• MENUITEM
Allows individual line tailoring of the Primary Options menu, the Foreground Options menu, and the Package Actions
menu.
– When used with PRIMARY_OPTIONS (Primary Options menu), the following values are valid: DISPLAY,

FOREGRND, BATCH, PACKAGE, BATCHPKG, USER, ENVRMENT, LOAD, UNLOAD, RELOAD.  For more
information about these values, see The Primary Options Security Control Point.

– When used with FOREGROUND_OPTIONS (Foreground Options menu), the following values are valid: DISPLAY,
ADDUPDT, RETRIEVE, GENERATE, MOVE, DELETE, PRINT, SIGNIN. For more information about these values,
see Foreground Options Security Control Point.

– When used with ACTION_INITIATION, the name of the action being performed. The following values are valid:
ADD, ALTER, UPDATE, DISPLAY, RETRIEVE, GENERATE, MOVE, DELETE, PRINT, RESTORE, SIGNIN,
TRANSFER LIST, ARCHIVE.  For more information about these values, see Action Initiation Security Control Point
(Standard).

– When used with PACKAGE_ACTIONS, the following values are valid: BACKOUT, CAST, COMMIT, CREATE,
DISPLAY, EXECUTE, MODIFY, REVIEW, UTILITY, DYNAMIC.

• SYSTEM (1)
The Endevor system name

• SUBSYSTEM (1)
The Endevor subsystem name

• STAGEID
The Endevor stage ID (1 character value) is taken from the STG1= and STG2= parameters in the C1DEFLTS
TYPE=ENVIRONMENT.

• STAGENAME (1)
The Endevor stage name

• TYPE (1)
The Endevor element type

• ELEMENT
The first eight characters of the element name

• ELEM-10
The 10 characters of the element name

• CCID
The current change control identifier. A CCID can be up to 12 characters. If an SCL action statement for add, archive,
delete, generate, move, restore, retrieve, transfer, or update specifies a CCID, that ccid is used. If no CCID is
specified, $ is substituted for the CCID field. If the action does not use a CCID (for example, display, signin, list, copy,
or print), $ is substituted for the CCID field.

• PKGSUBFC (2)
The sub-menu function code in which the following values are valid:
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– ACTSUMM
– ADD
– APPROVE
– APPROVER
– BACKIN
– BACKOUT
– BUILD
– CAST
– COMMIT
– CONFIRM
– COPY
– CORRINFO
– DELETE
– DENY
– EABKO (Specifies Element Action Backout.)
– EABKI (Specifies Element Action Backin.)
– EDIT
– EXECUTE
– EXPORT
– IMPORT
– LIST
– PACKAGE
– REPORTS
– RESET
– SCL
– STAGE
– UPDATE
– XMIT

• PKGID (3)
The 1-to-16-character user-defined package name

• PKGTYPE (3, 4)
Defines whether the package is emergency or standard:
– STANDARD
– EMERGENCY

• PKGSTAT (3, 4)
The package status:
– IN-EDIT
– IN-APPROVAL
– DENIED
– APPROVED
– IN-EXECUTION
– EXECUTED
– EXEC-FAILED
– COMMITTED

• PKGAPPGR
The approver group name

• PKGBOE
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The backout-enabled status of the package (Y or N).
• PKGSHR

The share option that is associated with the package (Y or N).
• PKGPROM

Promotion package indicator (Y or N).

NOTE
For the package symbols, a value of '$' is substituted for the variable when the real value is not available to
Endevor. For example, before a CAST, the value for PKGAPPGR is a $.

(1) Up to eight characters in length.

(2) The value for PKGSUBFC always resolves to LIST when selecting an option from the package Foreground Options
menu. These values are only available from the corresponding foreground panel. For example, PKGSUBFC is resolved to
LIST when selecting option 3 from the package Foreground Options menu and CAST from the Cast panel.

(3) Each node in a data set name only allows a maximum of eight characters per value. PKGIDs can be up to 16
characters in length. Use substringing to limit the number of characters in the generated node, otherwise, security
failures could result from what your security package may consider an invalid data set name. For example, coding
pkgid(1,8) substitutes VERYLONG for pkgid VERYLONGPKGIDNAME.

(4) PKGSTAT and PKGTYPE values can be more than eight characters (z/OS only supports eight characters in a data
set name node). By default, only the first eight characters of these fields are used (for example, IN-APPROVAL truncates
to IN-APPRO, EMERGENCY truncates to EMERGENC). Follow these conventions when defining these profiles in your
security package.

WARNING
If the pseudo data set name is greater than 44 characters, it is automatically shortened.

Define a Class Other Than Data Set with RACF

The RACROUTE macro has a default value of DATASET for the CLASS parameter. Depending on the granularity of your
site security rules, you could have many rules that belong in this category. Reduce the number of rules that are searched
during authorization by creating an additional class category that is specific to ESI security rules. In this section, the
resource class is named $ENDEVOR.

WARNING
For the creation of resource classes, consult with your security administrator and, if necessary, IBM. The
appropriate updates to your site IBM RACF class description table (CDT) depend on your site security software
configuration. The configuration can be unrelated to Endevor and therefore outside the scope of the product
support team knowledge.

1. Add the resource class name $ENDEVOR to the RACF class description table (CDT).
Use the following macro to create a class that is named $ENDEVOR.
 $ENDEVOR ICHERCDE  CLASS=$ENDEVOR,                                X

           id=141,                                                 X

           MAXLNTH=246,                                            X

           FIRST=ALPHANUM,                                         X

           OTHER=ANY,                                              X

           POSIT=20,                                               X

           RACLIST=ALLOWED,                                        X

           DFTUACC=NONE,                                           X

           OPER=NO

 ICHRRCDE ICHERCDE

     END

/*

//*
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//INSTL3  EXEC IPOSMPF, COND=(0,NE),

//          CSI='MVSSMPF.GLOBAL.CSI'

//SMPEIN  DD *

SET BDY(GLOBAL).

REJECT S(NRACCDT)BYPASS(APPLYCHECK).

RECEIVE S(NRACCDT) SYSMODS.

SET BDY(M220TAF).

NOTE
ESI supports resource names up to 246-bytes long. To use extended resource names, an installation-defined
Class must be used. In addition, ensure that your site security package supports extended names.

2. (This step is not applicable for z/OS 1.6 and above). Add the entry in the following example to the RACF router table.
The following processor executes these two steps.
TAB16   ICHRFRTB   CLASS=$ENDEVOR,ACTION=RACF

TABEND   ICHRFRTB   TYPE=END

      END ICHRFR01

/*      

//*

//INSTL3 EXEC IPOSMPF,COND=(4,NE),

//        CSI='MVSSMPF.GLOBAL.,CSI'

//SMPEIN  DD *

 SET BDY(GLOBAL)      B .

 REJECT S(NRACRTT)      BYPASS(APPLYCHECK)  .

 RECEIVE S(NRACRTT)      SSMODS .

 SET DBY (M220TAF       .

 APPLY S(NRACRTT)       REDO

/*

//SMPPTFIN DD       DSN=&&LOADSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

3. Assemble the CDT and the router table and IPL the system.
4. Activate the $ENDEVOR resource class using the RACF SETROPTS command. This step activates generic access

checking for the resource class.
5. Modify the Name Equates Table. The following sample shows the changes to make to the NAMEQU entries.

 NAMEQU ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS,                                           X

        L1=('C1'),                                                    X

        L2=('ENVIRON'),                                               X

        L3=(ENVIRNOMENT),                                             X

        CLASS='$ENDEVOR'

 NAMEQU PRIMARY_OPTIONS,                                              X

        L1=('C1'),                                                    X

        L2=('PMENU'),                                                 X

        L3=(ENVIRONMENT),                                             X

        L4=(MENUITEM),                                                X

        CLASS='$ENDEVOR'

 NAMEQU FOREGROUND_OPTIONS,                                           X

        L1=('C1'),                                                    X

        L2=('FMENU'),                                                 X

        L3=(ENVIRONMENT),                                             X

        L4=(MENUITEM),                                                X

        CLASS='$ENDEVOR'

 NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION,                                            X

        L1=('C1'),                                                    X

        L2=(ENVIRONMENT),                                             X
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        L3=(SYSTEM),                                                  X

        L4=(SUBSYSTEM),                                               X

        L5=(MENUAUTH),                                                X

        CLASS='$ENDEVOR'

 NAMEQU PACKAGE_ACTIONS,                                              X

        L1=('C1'),                                                    X

        L2=('PACKAGE'),                                               X

        L3=(MENUITEM),                                                X

        L4=(PKGSUBFC),                                                X

        L5=(PKGID),

        CLASS='$ENDEVOR'

NAMEQU CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC,                                           X

        L1=('C1'),                                                    X

        L2=('CAP')                                                    X

       CLASS='$ENDEVOR'                                               X 

Coordinate Access Levels, Menu Options, and Authorization Levels Using the RACROUTE Request

The RACROUTE request is derived from rules you define in the Name Equates Table. ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS through
CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC coordinate access levels, menu options, and authorization levels with the site security
packages (ACF2. Top Secret, RACF).

Formats are defined in the Name Equates Table, a portion of which is shown in the following example:

     NAMEQU ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS,                                 +

        L1=('C1'),                                              +

        L2=('ENVIRON'),                                         +

        L3=(ENVIRONMENT)

     NAMEQU PRIMARY_OPTIONS,                                    +

        L1=('C1'),                                              +

        L2=(ENVIRONMENT),                                       +

        L3=('PMENU'),                                           +

        L4=(MENUITEM)

     NAMEQU FOREGROUND_OPTIONS,                                 +

        L1=('C1'),                                              +

        L2=(ENVIRONMENT),                                       +

        L3=('FORACTN'),                                         +

        L4=(MENUITEM)

     NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION,                                  +

        L1=('C1'),                                              +

        L2=(ENVIRONMENT),                                       +

        L3=(SYSTEM),                                            +

        L4=(SUBSYSTEM)

     NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION,                                  +

        L1=('C1'),                                              +

        L2=(MENUAUTH)

***********************************************************************        

*        SAMPLE SYNTAX FOR EXPLICIT CONTROL OF INIDIVIDUAL ACTIONS    *        

*        NOTE: MAKE SURE YOUR SECURITY RULES MATCH OR ARE GENERIC     *        

***********************************************************************        

*              L3=(MENUITEM)                                                   

***********************************************************************        

*        SAMPLE SYNTAX FOR THE ALTERFLD KEYWORD FOR THE ALTER ACTION  *        

***********************************************************************        
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*              L4=(ALTERFLD)                                                   

***********************************************************************        

 

     NAMEQU PACKAGE_ACTIONS,                                    +

        L1=('C1'),                                              +

        L2=('PACKAGE'),                                         +

        L3=(MENUITEM),                                          +

        L4=(PKGSUBFC),                                          +

        L5=(PKGID)

     NAMEQU CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC,                                +

        L1=('C1'),                                              +

        L2=('CAP')                                              + 

Under each format entry, rules define parts of every RACROUTE request. The format defines how the pseudo data set is
built. Variables in each rule appear without single quotes and literals appear within single quotes. The product substitutes
the appropriate value for each variable.

Environments (ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS):
Restricts user access to environments. ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS calls are issued during Endevor initialization in
foreground and batch.

Primary Options panel (PRIMARY_OPTIONS):
The primary options panel is customized for each user who is based on the rules set up by the security
administrator. Only options that the user can select are displayed on the Primary Options panel.
PRIMARY_OPTIONS calls are issued before the Primary Options panel is displayed.

Foreground Options panel (FOREGROUND_OPTIONS):
Only options that the user can select are displayed on the Foreground Options panel. FOREGROUND_OPTIONS
calls are issued before the Foreground Options panel is displayed.

Action initiation (ACTION_INITIATION):
Before an action, ESI requests a ruling to determine whether the user has the authorization for the action. ESI
makes a pass for each defined ACTION_INITIATION format.

Action initiation (ACTION_INITIATION):
The extension ACTION_INITIATION is an optional extension of the standard ACTION_INITIATION to allow for
names longer than 44 bytes. This format is named only if the standard ACTION_INITIATION is successful.

Package actions (PACKAGE_ACTIONS):
Before an action against a package, ESI requests a ruling to determine whether the user has the authorization for
the action against the package.

Concurrent Action Processing (CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC):
Before initiating (spawning) concurrent batch actions, ESI requests a ruling to determine whether the user has
the authorization to use this facility. If the requestor does not have CAP access, an error message is issued and
processing is terminated.

Environment Access Security Control Point

The Environment access security control point occurs at the following places:

• During Endevor initialization, before display of the Environment Selection menu in the foreground and
before processing of any actions in batch.

• During LOAD utility operations to verify the user access to the desired inventory location.
• During UNLOAD and RELOAD operations to reverify the user authority to backup and restore the desired inventory

locations.
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NOTE

When the user changes environments in the foreground, the product looks up in the user accessible
environments to see whether you have access to the environment. No ESI call is issued during this processing
because it is unnecessary.

Use the Environment Selection menu to select an environment. Any other panel that displays the ENVIRONMENT field
allows you to switch environments.

When the product starts under ISPF, ESI issues a RACROUTE request using ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS for each
environment that is defined in the C1DEFLTS Table. Every authorized environment is then displayed on your Environment
Selection menu.

Define rules for your site security package that is based on the ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS resource names. These rules
determine which environments are accessible to the user and are displayed on the Environment Selection menu. You
must have READ authority for each resource to gain access to the specified environment.

Example: ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS rules

This value becomes: C1.ENVIRON.environment, where environment is the name for which access is requested. If you
have access to only one environment, the Environment Selection menu is not presented. If you do not have access to any
environments, the product is not available.

NAMEQU ENVIRONMENT_ACCESS,                                 X

        L1=('C1'),                                          X

        L2=('ENVIRON'),                                     X

        L3=(ENVIRONMENT)

NOTE
If you use environment mapping, you must also have access to all forward environments up the map.

The security administrator at a site with two environments (QA and PROD) wants to give a programmer access to both
environments. To do so, define a data set access rule for the site security package that gives the programmer READ
access to the data set names:

C1.ENVIRON.QA

1. C1.ENVIRON.PROD

Primary Options Security Control Point

The Primary Options security control point occurs before building the Primary Options menu for the current environment in
the foreground, after access is granted through the Environment Selection menu or during LOAD/UNLOAD/RELOAD.

Define rules for your site security package that is based on the PRIMARY_OPTIONS data set names to determine the
options to be displayed on the user Primary Options menu. A user must have READ authority for each data set name to
gain access to the specified primary option.

A sample of PRIMARY_OPTIONS rules is shown next:

 NAMEQU PRIMARY_OPTIONS,

        L1=('C1'),

        L3=('PMENU'),

        L2=(ENVIRONMENT),

        L4=(MENUITEM)

This value becomes: C1.environment.PMENU.menuitem

environment
The environment that you are trying to access
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menuitem
The corresponding Menu Item value.

Foreground Options Security Control Point

The Foreground Options security control point occurs before building the Foreground Options menu for the current
environment in the foreground, after access is granted through the Primary Options menu.

Define rules for your site security package that is based on the FOREGROUND_OPTIONS data set names to determine
the options to be displayed on the user Foreground Options menu. A user must have READ authority for each data set
name to gain access to the specified foreground option.

The following sample is of FOREGROUND_OPTIONS rules:

 NAMEQU FOREGROUND_OPTIONS,

        L1=('C1'),

        L2=(ENVIRONMENT),

        L3=('FORACTN'),

        L4=(MENUITEM)

This value becomes: C1.environment.FORACTN.menuitem

environment
The environment that you are trying to access

menuitem
The corresponding Menu Item value.
The following lists the value and how the menu item is displayed:

• DISPLAY
• ADDUPDT (Item that is displayed as ADD/UPDATE)
• RETRIEVE
• GENERATE
• MOVE
• DELETE
• PRINT
• SIGNIN

NOTE
This security point can only be reached if a PRIMARY_OPTIONS rule allows access to the Foreground Actions
menu for the current environment.

FOREGROUND_OPTIONS rules do not apply to batch operations.

Example

The security administrator at a site with an environment named QA wants to give a programmer access to the ADD/
UPDATE, RETRIEVE, PRINT, and SIGNIN options. To do so, define a data set access rule for the site security package
(RACF, ACF2, and Top Secret) that gives the programmer READ access to the data sets:

• C1.QA.FORACTN.ADDUPDT
• C1.QA.FORACTN.RETRIEVE
• C1.QA.FORACTN.PRINT
• C1.QA.FORACTN.SIGNIN

Action Initiation Security Control Point (Standard)

The Action Initiation security control point occurs:
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• Before performing a product action.
• Before a cast operation during package processing, for each action in a package, if the PKGCSEC flag is set to Y.
• Before an inspect operation during package processing, for each action in a package, if the PKGISEC flag is set to Y.
• During package verification processing.

Define rules for the site security package that is based on the ACTION_INITIATION data set names. These rules
determine the Endevor actions that the user can perform. A user must have the proper level of authority to each data set
name (based on action) to gain access to the specified Endevor action.

Write rules to secure the source and target locations for ACTION_INITIATION.

Sample ACTION_INITIATION rules:

 NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION,

        L1=('C1'),

        L2=(ENVIRONMENT),

        L3=(SYSTEM),

        L4=(SUBSYSTEM)

This value becomes: C1.environment.system.subsystem

environment
The environment that you are trying to access

system
The system that you are trying to access

subsystem
The subsystem that you are trying to access

Action Initiation Security Control Point (Extension)

The extension ACTION_INITIATION is an optional extension of the standard ACTION_INITIATION that can allow for
names longer than the class attribute allows. Access to both ACTION_INITIATIONs is required. Write rules to secure the
source and target locations for them.

NOTE
This entity is only named if ACTION_INITIATION has RC=0.

Sample extension ACTION_INITIATION rules:

 NAMEQU ACTION_INITIATION,

        L1=('C1'),

        L2=(MENUAUTH)

This value becomes: C1.menuauth

Where menuauth is the access level that is required for the requested action.

Example

This example demonstrates how the ACTION_INITIATIONs rules work together. Assume that you are a security
administrator. Define data set access rules for your site security package. You have an environment that is named QA.
You want to give a programmer access to a system named FINANCE and a subsystem named ACTSPAY. Additionally,
limit the actions that the programmer can perform in the subsystem ACTSPAY to RETRIEVE and DISPLAY.
To accomplish this task, write both ACTION_INITIATIONs rules. These rules grant the programmer READ access to these
pseudo data sets:

• C1.QA.FINANCE.ACTSPAY (ACTION_INITIATION)
• C1.RETRIEVE (ACTION_INITIATION)

Default Authorization Value
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The authorization value for each RACROUTE request is translated in the following table. The table reflects the delivered
sample BC1TNEQU table that is described in the Name Equates Table.

NOTE
If no FUNCEQU macro entry is specified for an action, it defaults to SAFAUTH=NONE, meaning that there
will be no security call for this action.

When you determine the authorization access for a user, check the "Access level required" column to ensure that you are
not incorrectly giving users access to activities.

To Perform this Activity Access Level Required SAF Authorization Level

Add Add READ

Update Update READ

Retrieve Retrieve READ

Retrieve (4) Signout READ

Generate (Stage 1 or Entry stage) Generate READ

Generate (Stage 2 nonentry Move READ

Move (from Stage 1 or Entry Stage) (1) Move READ

Move (from Stage 2 nonentry) (1) Move READ

Move (to Stage 1 or Entry Stage) Add READ

Move (to Stage 2 nonentry) Move READ

Display from selection list Display READ

Browse Retrieve READ

Delete (Stage 1 or Entry Stage) Delete READ

Delete (Stage 2 nonentry) Move READ

Signin Signin READ

Print Display READ

Transfer (from Stage 1 or Entry Stage) Add/Update READ

Transfer (to Stage 2 nonentry) Move READ

Transfer (from Stage 1 or Entry Stage with
Delete)

Delete READ

Transfer (from Stage 2 nonentry with
Delete)

Move READ

Transfer (from Stage 1 or Entry Stage
without Delete)

Retrieve READ

Transfer (from Stage 2 nonentry without
Delete)

Retrieve READ

Alter Alter ALTER

Archive Archive READ

Restore to Stage 1 or Entry Stage Add READ

Restore to Stage 2 nonentry Move READ

Copy None READ

List Display READ
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Signout Override (2) Signovr READ

Validate Display READ

Actions against any elements of type
processor (3)

Envrnmgr READ

(1) If in-house security is designed to expect the move action to issue a security call at the target location, do a security
check at the target location during the move processing. To do so, activate ENHOPT SEC_MOVE_TARGET=ON in the
ENCOPTB

(2) Signout override is always the second call in an action. The first call is the specific action involved - Add or Delete, for
example - and, if necessary, the call for signout overrid is performed.

(3) When performing actions against type processors, two calls are issued. The first call checks whether the user can
perform the specific action that is involved, such as Add or Delete. If the user can perform that action, the second call is
issued for access level ENVRNMGR to see if the user also has permission to work with type processors.

(4) This security call is made only when the SEC_RETRIEVE_WITH_SIGNOUT option is enabled in the ENCOPTBL table
and the "NO SIGNOUT" option was not specified.

Package Actions Security Control Point

The Package Actions security control point occurs before performing a package action.

Define rules for the site security package that is based on the PACKAGE_ACTIONS data set names. These rules
determine the Endevor actions the user can perform. You must have the proper level of authority to each data set name
(based on action) to gain access to the specified Endevor action.

Write rules to secure the source and target locations for PACKAGE_ACTIONS.

The following are sample PACKAGE_ACTIONS rules:

 NAMEQU PACKAGE_ACTIONS,

        L1=('C1'),

        L2=('PACKAGE'),

        L3=(MENUITEM),

        L4=(PKGSUBFC),

        L5=(PKGID)

This becomes: C1.PACKAGE.menuitem.pkgsubfc.pkgid

menuitem
Allows individual line tailoring of the Primary Options menu.

• BACKOUT
• CAST
• COMMIT
• CREATE
• DISPLAY
• EXECUTE
• MODIFY
• REVIEW
• SHIP
• UTILITY

Pkgsubfc
The submenu function code or action (for example, CREATE allows you to build, import, export).
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• ACTSUMM
• ADD
• APPROVE
• APPROVER
• BACKIN
• BACKOUT
• BUILD
• CAST
• COMMIT
• CONFIRM
• COPY
• CORRINFO
• DELETE
• DENY
• EABKO

Specifies Element Action Backout.
• EABKI

Specifies Element Action Backin.
• EDIT
• EXECUTE
• EXPORT
• IMPORT
• LIST
• PACKAGE
• REPORTS
• RESET
• SCL
• STAGE
• UPDATE
• XMIT

The value for pkgsubfc resolves to LIST when selecting an option from the package Foreground Options menu.
These values are only available from the corresponding foreground panel. For example, menuitem is resolved to
LIST when selecting option 3 from the package Foreground Options menu and CAST from the Cast panel.

pkgid
The user-defined package name

The NAMEQU macro supports the FORMAT=PACKAGE_ACTION entry with the new symbols required to build the model
name. The format of the model name is variable, but can include the following specific package symbols:

PKGSHR
The share option that is associated with the package:

• Y
• N

PKGPROM
Promotion package indicator:

• Y
• N
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PKGBOE
The backout-enabled status of the package:

• Y
• N

PKGAPPGR
Approver group name

PKGSTAT
The package status:

• IN-EDIT
• IN-APPROVAL
• DENIED
• APPROVED
• IN-EXECUTION
• EXEC-FAILED
• EXECUTED
• COMMITTED

Status names can be more than eight characters long (z/OS only supports eight characters in a data set name
node). Use substringing to limit the number of characters in the generated node. By default, the value is the first
eight characters of the status name (for example, IN-APPROVAL shortens to IN-APPRO).

PKGTYPE
Defines whether the package is emergency or standard:

• STANDARD
• EMERGENCY

Each node in a data set name only allows a maximum of eight characters per value; therefore, values greater
than eight characters are truncated to eight characters (for example, EMERGENC).

PACKAGE_ACTIONS ESI Calls

The following table displays some of the rules that are built for this sample. The pseudo data set names varies depending
on how your PACKAGE_ACTIONS NAMEQU is configured. No security exists for the Notes subfunction.

Menuitem/ Subfunction FUNCEQU Name Sample Pseudo Data Set Security Rule
C1.PACKAGE.menuitem.pkgsubfc.pkgid

BACKOUT
Backout
Display
Backin

PLIST
PBACKOUT
PDISPLAY
PBACKOUT

C1.PACKAGE.DISPLAY.LIST.PKG001
C1.PACKAGE.BACKOUT.BACKOUT.PKG001
C1.PACKAGE.DISPLAY.BACKOUT.PKG001
C1.PACKAGE.BACKOUT.BACKIN.PKG001

CAST
Cast
SCL

PLIST
PCAST
PDISPLAY

C1.PACKAGE.DISPLAY.LIST.PKG001
C1.PACKAGE.CAST.CAST.PKG001
C1.PACKAGE.DISPLAY.SCL.PKG001

Concurrent Action Processing Security Control Point

The Concurrent Action Processing Security Control Point occurs before the dispatch of the first element action that is
eligible for concurrent processing. This point only occurs if the user has requested Concurrent Action Processing.

If concurrent action processing is requested for a batch job, a batch package execution or for an API execution, the ESI
issues a RACROUTE request using CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC to determine if the user has access to this facility.
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Define a rule for your site security package that is based on the CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC data set name. This rule
determines if the concurrent action processing facility is accessible to the user. A user must have READ authority for the
data set name to be able to request CAP processing.

Example: CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC rule

A sample concurrent action processing rule is shown next:

NAMEQU CONCURRENT_ACT_PROC,          X

                 L1=('C1'),          X

                 L2=('CAP')

This rule becomes: C1.CAP

Security Worksheets
Use Worksheets designed to define environmental, primary, foreground, and action initiation security control rules for your
site.

The following article contains worksheets to help you define security rules.

Environment Security Control Worksheet

Use the different parts of this worksheet to define security rules for your site.

Part 1
Label and map your environment in the following table.

Figure 5: Environment security control worksheet

Part 2
Enter environment names and indicate access with an X in the appropriate boxes.

Env\User

ENV1:
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ENV2:

ENV3:

ENV4:

Part 3
In the spaces provided, determine the format for your Environment Rule.
(L1)________________ (L2)________________ (L3)________________

Part 4
In the following spaces, determine pseudo dataset names based on the environment rule in Part 3 and the
environments entered in Part 2. For example:
C1.ENVIRON.PROD

NOTE
User must have READ access to this data set to have environment access.

Primary Options Security Control Worksheet

Use the different parts of this worksheet to define security rules for your site.

Part 1
In the spaces provided, provide a name for the elements.
Environment: _________________
System: _____________________
Subsystem: __________________

Part 2
In the following table, indicate the user's access to the Primary Options Menu item by marking an X in the
appropriate box.

Primary
Menu
Item\User

DISPLAY

FOREGRND

BATCH

PACKAGE

USER

ENVRMENT

LOAD

UNLOAD

RELOAD

BATCHPKG

Part 3
In the spaces provided, determine the format for your Primary Options Rule.
(L1)_________ (L2)_________ (L3)_________ (L4)_________

Part 4
In the spaces provided, determine pseudo dataset names; for example:
C1.PROD.PMENU.DISPLAY
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NOTE
You must have READ access to the data set for this option to appear on the Primary Options Menu.

Foreground Options Security Control Worksheet

Use the different parts of this worksheet to define security rules for your site.

Part 1
In the spaces provided, provide a name for the elements.
Environment: _________________
System: _____________________
Subsystem: __________________

Part 2
In this table, indicate the user's access to the Foreground Options Menu item by marking an X in the appropriate
box.

Frgd
Menu
Item\User

DISPLAY

ADDUPDT

RETRIEVE

GENERATE

MOVE

DELETE

SIGNIN

PRINT

Part 3
In the spaces provided, determine the format for your Foreground Options Rule.
(L1)_________ (L2)_________ (L3)_________ (L4)_________

Part 4
In the spaces provided, determine pseudo dataset names; for example:
C1.PROD.FORACTN.GENERATE

NOTE

You must have READ access to the dataset in order for this option to appear on the Foreground Options
Menu

Action Initiation Security Control Worksheet

Use the different parts of this worksheet to define security rules for your site.

Part 1
In the spaces provided, provide a name for the elements.
Environment: _________________
System: _____________________
Subsystem: __________________
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Part 2
In this table, indicate the user's authority to perform an action for the stage indicated by marking an X in the
appropriate box.

Action
Menu
Item\User

DISPLAY

ADD

RETRIEVE

GENERATE

MOVE

DELETE

SIGNOVR

ARCHIVE

ALTER

ENVRNMGR

Part 3
In the spaces provided, determine the format of your Action Initiation Rule.
(L1)_________ (L2)_________ (L3)_________ (L4)_________

Part 4
In the spaces provided, determine pseudo dataset names; for example:
C1.PROD.FINANCE*.MOVE

NOTE

You must have READ access to the data set for this option to appear on the Primary Options Menu.

Package Actions Security Control Worksheet

Use the different parts of this worksheet to define security rules for your site.

Part 1

In this table, indicate the user's authority to perform an action for the stage indicated by marking an X in the appropriate
box.

Package
Menu
Item
Subfunction
\User

DISPLAY

Blank

Backout

Approvers

SCL
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Reports

CREATE

Build

Import

Edit

Copy

LIST*

MODIFY

Build

Import

Edit

Copy

CAST

Cast

SCL

REVIEW

Blank

Deny

Approve

List

SHIP

Xmit

BACKOUT

Backout

Display

Backin

COMMIT

Commit

DYNAMIC

Add

Update

Delete

UTILITY

Display

Blank

Backout

Approvers

SCL
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Reports

Export

Reset

Delete

NOTE
*LIST does not display as a menu item, but it is used by Endevor to build available package lists. There is no
security for the Notes subfunction.

Part 2
In the spaces provided, determine the format of your Package Actions Rule.
(L1)________ (L2)________ (L3)________ (L4)________ (L5)________

Part 4
In the spaces provided, determine pseudo dataset names; for example:
C1.PACKAGE.CREATE.*.PGK*

NOTE

You must have READ access to the data set for this option to appear on the Primary Options Menu.

Monitor Data Sets
The Endevor administrator can monitor Endevor data sets for inappropriate access using the PDS Monitor feature of the
Change Monitor component in Compliance Event Manager.

The Endevor administrator can monitor Endevor data sets for inappropriate access using the PDS Monitor feature of the
Change Monitor component in Compliance Event Manager.

If the recommended security best practices are implemented, Endevor data sets are protected from inappropriate outside
access. Best practices include the implementation of the alternate ID and the proper configuration of a security software
product to restrict data set access by any other IDs, except for a few trusted administrators. If the best practices are not
implemented, then monitoring your data sets can add a layer of protection.

You can configure a PDS Monitor policy to monitor and record any modifications to Endevor data sets. In the policy, you
can specify which data sets and user IDs to monitor. You can also set alerts to notify administrators if such activity occurs.

You can monitor who has modified Endevor data sets outside the control of Endevor, by setting a policy that filters out
the alternate ID. All alternate ID activity is done under the control of Endevor and is already recorded by Endevor. You
could also set the policy to filter out certain privileged user IDs. Such users are usually administrators who have legitimate
reasons to access the data sets outside of Endevor for maintenance purposes. A policy that excludes the alternate ID and
privileged users would monitor access by any other user IDs.

Monitoring Endevor with Compliance Event Manager has the following benefits:

• Helps you avoid any unauthorized changes ending up in your production library
• Lets you increase your level of security without modifying your development process
• Provides another layer of security protection, helping stakeholders, usually Endevor administrators, identify

unauthorized access and suspicious activity
• Provides real-time notifications (alerts) of potential security breaches, enabling faster and simpler remediation

NOTE

Compliance Event Manager can be installed as part of the Endevor installation process by selecting the
Compliance Event Manager option. As an Endevor user, you are entitled to use only the Change Monitor
component of Compliance Event Manager and use it only to monitor Endevor data sets. Access to this
component requires a valid LMP key (1R). Instructions for obtaining the LMP key are available in the Endevor
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download area. If you attempt to use a non-licensed component (Alert, Warehouse, or Logger), you will receive
an LMP key violation.  If you want to monitor other data sets, or use other features of Compliance Event
Manager, you must obtain a full license for Compliance Event Manager.

Change Monitor Component

The Change Monitor component provides constant surveillance over critical IT resources. You can monitor critical system
configuration items over time for changes. These changes are added as "Delta" records into a Change Monitor repository.
You can then use these records for detailed and comprehensive compliance analysis and reporting. As part of the Change
Monitor component, you can also configure Alert notifications to occur in real time as changes are recognized.

The Change Monitor component includes the following subcomponents. These subcomponents monitor, detect, and
collect information about changes to the following elements in a system. As an Endevor user, you are licensed to use the
PDS Monitor subcomponent.

• PDS Monitor: Monitors PDS and PDSE members
• ESM Monitor: Monitors ESM configuration options
• z/OS Monitor: Monitors z/OS configuration controls

For more information, see Change Monitor Component Overview in the Compliance Event Manager documentation.

Data Set Access Outside the Control of Endevor

Your PDS Monitor policy can monitor Endevor data sets, filter out updates that are performed using Endevor, and send
alerts to IT Auditors and Endevor administrators when file updates are performed outside the control of Endevor.

Updates to Endevor data sets can occur outside the control of Endevor in the following cases:

• When the alternate ID is not enabled and thus does not force users to go through Endevor to access the data sets.
• When a data set is not properly secured by a security software product (IBM RACF, Top Secret, or ACF2).
• When a privileged access user performs a direct file update. Privileged access users are given update permission so

that they can perform routine data set maintenance as necessary. Only a limited number of privileged access users
should be granted the authority to update the data sets outside the scope of Endevor.

NOTE

For more information about security best practices, see Data Set and Action Authorization Security for an IT
Audit.

Use Case

Review the following use case to understand how Compliance Event Manager can help you increase security around your
Endevor implementation.

Suppose that your site limits security access to data sets as follows:

• Uses a security software package such as ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to secure all data sets under the control of
Endevor and all data sets that are used to administer Endevor.

• Limits access to these data sets to the Endevor alternate ID and to certain user IDs.
– The Endevor alternate ID ensures that all changes to the data sets are performed through Endevor, provided that

only the alternate ID is given update access to the data sets and non-privileged user IDs are given only read access
permission. Read access lets the users view the data set members outside of Endevor, but not modify them.

– A limited number of individual user IDs have privileged access to the data sets. Privileged access should only be
granted to administrators who have a valid need to access these data sets outside of Endevor.

In this case, you might set the policy to filter out the alternate ID. Alternate ID activity is already recorded by Endevor.
All activity that is performed by any user IDs, other than the alternate ID, would be monitored by Chorus for Security and
Compliance Management, resulting in the following benefits:
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• By reviewing the alerts, the administrator would be notified of any suspicious activity by other user IDs. When the
administrator reviews the alerts, they could ignore the privileged users who are authorized to access the data sets
outside of Endevor.

• PDS monitor report would show which ID updated unsecured data sets. This report provides an audit trail in cases
where an Endevor Element footprint is unchanged, when the Element is modified, outside of the control of Endevor.

Compliance Event Manager Installation
If you choose to take advantage of your entitlement to Compliance Event Manager, you will install Compliance Event
Manager Version 6.0.

This installation process is described in the Compliance Event Manager Installation documentation using the "Unified
Installation" process.

To use Compliance Event Manager to monitor data sets, complete the following process:

1. Install Compliance Event Manager Version 6.0. Use the instructions described in the Compliance Event Manager
Installation documentation, following the "Unified Installation" process.

NOTE
After the product is installed using the Unified Installation, CSM (CSM) users can import the product into
CSM for ongoing maintenance.

The installation process includes the following parts:
a. Prepare: Verify the prerequisites as outlined in Prepare for the Installation in the Compliance Event Manager

documentation.
b. Install: Install the pax file and any maintenance PTFs. Follow the steps in Install the Product Using Unified

Installation Method in the Compliance Event Manager Installation documentation. No changes to these steps are
needed for Endevor users.

c. Deploy: If required, deploy the product to additional systems. Follow the steps in Deploy the Product in the
Compliance Event Manager Installation documentation. No changes to these steps are needed for Endevor users.

d. Configure: Configure the product following the steps in Configure the Product:
a. During the configuration, you specify values in the parameter file, CEMCCPRM. When doing so, note the

following guidelines:
• The CEMELOG parameter is for the Logger component. You are not entitled to use this component, so you

need not install or configure it. Because a value of NONE is not an option, we recommend choosing a value
of EXISTS so that unneeded jobs are not output.

• The parameters that begin with CEMI are reserved for future use. Leave the default of NONE for these
parameters.

• All other parameters are required for your installation. Follow the comments in the job to determine the best
value to suit your needs.

b. Configure and run the Router and Change Monitor components.
• You do not need to configure and run the other components (Alerts, Logger, and Warehouse). After the

product is installed, you are entitled to use only the PDS monitoring capability under the Change Monitor
component. You can ignore the Logger, Alerts, and Warehouse components. You are not entitled to these
components, and they are not required to monitor changes to Endevor data sets.

e. Verify: Verify that your installation was successful following the steps in Verify the Installation in the Compliance
Event Manager Installation documentation. Endevor users can skip the verification of the Data Mart Utility and the
Warehouse component.

2. From the user interface, define policy to monitor and be alerted to changes to Endevor data sets from the user
interface. See Define Policy to Monitor Data Set Changes.

3. For administration and ongoing maintenance, see the following topics in the Compliance Event Manager
documentation:
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– Authorize a User
– Manage the System and User Settings
– Set the Service Class Level for the Product Components

Review the recommendations for Router and Monitor; ignore the recommendations for the other components (Alert,
Logger, Warehouse) because you are not running them.

– Review STC Reference and Start/Stop Order
Do not start CEMWHSE, CEMLOGGR, and CEMALERT. You are not entitled to these components so you should
not start them.

– Deploy Product Maintenance

Define Policy to Monitor Data Set Changes
Use Compliance Event Manager to define policy to monitor data set changes.

As an Endevor administrator, you want to be aware of changes to Endevor-managed data sets that are not monitored
under the Endevor alternate ID. To do so, you can use the PDS monitor option in Compliance Event Manager to monitor
and be alerted to changes to these data sets.

To monitor changes to Endevor data sets that are done by a user ID other than the Endevor alternate ID, use the following
process:

Data Set Change Notifications

Create an action to be notified when changes to the data sets managed under Endevor occur. Notifications can be
received by email, write-to-operator (WTO), SYSPRINT, and SIEM (Splunk) actions. For more information, see "Manage
Actions" in the Compliance Event Manager documentation.

TIP
For the Endevor administrator, we recommend setting up email notifications for real-time alerting. This
procedure outlines the process for creating an email action.

1. From the Compliance Event Manager user interface (UI) navigation menu, select System Settings, Alert Settings.
Verify that you have configured the Email Settings. You cannot send email notifications until the email settings are
configured.

2. From the Compliance Event Manager UI navigation menu, select Actions, Create Email Actions.
3. Fill in the fields and click Next.

In this example, we create an email action. Doing so includes the following steps:
– Provide a meaningful Description of the email action. For example, Email Alert to Monitor Endevor-Managed Data

Set Changes Outside the Alternate ID.

TIP
When typing the description, provide clear information so others can easily identify the purpose of the
action. Also, avoid including potentially sensitive information.

– Select the Priority (High, Normal, Low). For example, you might set the priority to High because these data set
changes are of the highest concern to your administrators.

– Select the Content Type (Plain, HTML, Rich).
– Specify the email addresses of the sender and recipients (From, To, CC, BCC). For example, you might send the

email to the Endevor administrator and copy (CC) the security administrator.
– Provide the Subject line for the email. For example, you might include a subject line of Change detected to

Endevor data set outside alternate ID.
– Provide the Message text for the email. You can insert real event data into an action alert by adding field

substitution variables. To do so, type the substitution variables in the fields as %FIELDSUBSTITUTIONVARIABLE%
in uppercase.
For example, you might include the following message text:
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Detected change in %DSN%(%MEMBER%) on volume %VOLUME% by user %USERID% from system %SYSID%

For a list of supported PDS monitor substitution variables, see "PDS Monitor Definitions" in the Compliance Event
Manager documentation.

4. Review your selections. Click Edit to make changes. When ready, click Create to create your email action.
The email action is now available to attach to a policy statement and appears on the Actions landing page.

Create a PDS Monitor Policy Statement to Monitor Data Set Changes Outside the Alternate ID

Create a PDS monitor policy statement to monitor when a user ID other than the Endevor alternate ID changes a data set
managed under Endevor. For more information, see "Create PDS Monitor Policy Statements" in the Compliance Event
Manager documentation.

TIP
For the Endevor use case, we recommend monitoring all data sets under the Endevor product and filtering the
monitoring to all user IDs other than the alternate ID. This procedure outlines the process for this use case.

1. From the Compliance Event Manager UI navigation menu, select Policy Statements, Create PDS
Monitor. Optionally, to view all the settings in one page, click Single-Page View.

2. Type a Description of the PDS Monitor policy statement. For example, Monitor changes to ENDV.* data sets outside
the alternate ID.

3. Select the statement criteria to refine the monitoring per your site requirements. For example, for the Endevor use
case, we recommend filtering out the alternate ID by specifying the following example statement criteria:
Userid  not equals  ENDALTID

ENDALTID
Specifies the Endevor alternate ID for your site.

4. Select which data sets to monitor. For the Endevor use case, we recommend specifying the high-level qualifiers for the
Endevor project in the Data Set Name box. For example, ENDV.PROJ.*. Leave the other boxes blank.
We recommend using data set name prefixing per your site conventions to monitor all the data sets under Endevor.
Doing so ensures that all members are monitored even if they are moved to another volume.

5. Attach the email action that you created to be alerted when changes to the data sets occur. You can attach multiple
actions to a policy statement. To do so, expand the Email Actions area, click Add Existing Email Actions, and type
or search for the email action that you created. Click Add.

6. Review your policy statement. Click Edit to make changes. When ready, click Create to create your policy statement.
Your policy statement now appears on the Policy Statement landing page.

Create a Policy Set and Attach Your Policy Statement

Create a policy set and attach your policy statement to it. You can have only one policy set for the Change Monitor
component, but you can attach multiple policy statements to this policy set, if needed. For more information, see Manage
Policy Sets in the Compliance Event Manager documentation.

TIP
For the Endevor use case, you create a policy set for the Change Monitor component. This procedure outlines
this process.

1. From the Compliance Event Manager UI navigation menu, select Policy Sets, Create Policy Set. Optionally, to view
all the settings in one page, click Single-Page View.

2. Type a Name and Description for the policy set. Policy set names are case-sensitive and can be a maximum of
16 characters. For example, the name might be MONITORPOLICY, and the description might be Change Monitor
Policies for Endevor.

TIP
Provide clear information in your description so that others can easily identify the purpose of the policy set.
Also, avoid including potentially sensitive information.
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The Compliance Event Manager STC JCL uses this information to associate the Change Monitor component with the
policy set.

3. Select Ready or Incomplete to indicate the policy set status. Compliance Event Manager does not locate incomplete
policy sets.

4. Select one or more policy statements to attach to the policy set. To search for a specific policy statement, type its
description in the Search field. Narrow your search by selecting All, Description, or Type from the drop-down list.

5. Review the policy set. Click Edit to make changes. When ready, click Create to create the policy set. Your policy set
now appears on the policy set landing page.

Attach Your Policy Set to the Change Monitor Component

The policy set that is attached to the component controls which events and conditions the component processes. For your
policy set to take effect, you must attach it to the Change Monitor component. Then, refresh or restart the component to
trigger it to run with that policy set.

Run Temporarily with the Policy Set

To run temporarily with the policy set, switch the policy set that a component is using to the new policy set. This policy set
switch triggers the product to run with the specified policy set only until the next restart of the component.

• From the UI:
a. From the navigation menu, select System Settings, Policy Status.
b. Select the Change Monitor component, and select Actions, Switch Policies.
c. Enter your policy set name, and click Activate.

• From the console, issue the REFRESH command, specifying the policy set name:
F CEMMON,REFRESH policyset

Example:
F CEMMON,REFRESH MONITORPOLICY

Run Permanently with the Policy Set

To run permanently with the policy set, do one of the following tasks:

• If you are using the policy file to store your control options, from the navigation menu, select System Settings,
Control Options. Edit the MONITOR configuration to include the policy set name in the Policy Set Name control
option field.

• If you are using the parameter files to store your control options, in the parameter file for the component, edit the
POLICYSET parameter (POLICYSET=policy_set_name). The default names for the Change Monitor PDS member
is CEMMPRM.

Example Outcome
After configuring PDS monitor policy as outlined in this topic, the following example outcome might occur:

1. An employee updates an Endevor-managed data set outside Endevor.
2. Compliance Event Manager policy is monitoring this activity. Because the change was made by an ID that

is not the alternate ID, the activity is captured.
3. An email alert is sent to the Endevor administrator. The email includes the data set that was changed and

the user ID that made the change.
4. The administrator receives the email and reviews the situation. He finds that the user who made the

change was attempting to circumvent the corporate policy for managing data set updates.
5. The administrator follows his company process for remediation.
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View PDS Change Event Reports
Compliance Event Manager provides access to historical security and compliance information through its reporting
functionality.

Compliance Event Manager lets you save specific search settings, which effectively creates a custom report. An
administrator can also create customized reports and share them with all users.

1. Verify that the repository configuration has been created for the event repository that you are generating a report
against. This configuration is required to generate a report. To verify that a configuration exists, go to the Repository
Settings, Repository Overview page.

2. From the Compliance Event Manager UI navigation menu, select Reports.
3. Select Create Report.
4. (Optional) If you want to save the report for future use, configure the following settings:

a. Specify a descriptive Name for the report (50 characters maximum). This name helps you identify the report for
reuse.

b. Select Favorite if you plan to use this report often.
c. Select Next.

5. Select the target event repository to run your report against, and select Next. To filter the repository list, type the name
of the repository in the Search box.

6. Specify the date and time range for the report using one of the following options:
– In the Start Date and End Date boxes, specify the date range and time range using the calendar icons or by

manually entering them.
– Select a quick selection item (for example, 7 Days), or enter a custom date range from the Number of days drop-

down list.
Select Next.

7. Select PDS Monitor as the event type to include in your report, and select Next.
8. Specify the criteria for the report by selecting the operands from the drop-down lists. As you build your report criteria,

the report conditions appear in the Report Criteria Review area.
– Add or remove rows by selecting the plus sign icon or minus sign icon.
– Use logical operators (AND, OR) and parentheses to specify complex criteria. The logical operators appear only

after you add two rows. The parentheses appear only after you add three rows.
– To clear all criteria selections, click Reset.

9. (Optional) Specify the sort criteria for ordering the report results. You can add up to three sort criteria. The Sort
option is automatically selected after you specify the first sort criterion. Clearing the option removes the sort from the
reporting query.
As you define your sort order, the sort order appears in the Report Criteria Review area.

10. (Optional) Type the maximum number of results to include in the report in the Maximum Number of Results
Returned (First) text box. The range for this option is controlled by the global setting Maximum number of report
rows returned on the System Settings, Application Settings page.

11. Select Next.
12. Review the details for your report for accuracy, and continue according to your needs:

a. Select Edit or Previous to edit your report setup.
b. Select Run Report to generate the report immediately without saving the criteria.
c. Select Save, Save to save the report definition for future use but not generate the report immediately.
d. Select Save, Save and Run Report to save the report definition for future use and run it immediately.

Your report is saved and/or generated.
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Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
Multi-factor authentication, also known as MFA, allows increased diligence in verifying the identity of users who seek
access to Endevor.

Mainframe authentication capabilities are designed to prevent data breaches and address compliance requirements.
Access is only granted after successfully presenting two or more pieces of evidence, or factors. Typically, this evidence
would consist of something that you know, have, are, or that is related to your location.

This section shows examples of the steps that are required to use Endevor in an environment where MFA is set up for
the following security products:

• RACF®

• Top Secret
• ACF2

Configure MFA for Endevor
ISPF and Batch Interfaces

If you exclusively use ISPF (classic or quick-edit), or batch interfaces, no special steps are required. Endevor relies on
TSO, JES, or both to handle authentication.

Endevor Web Services, Eclipse UI, and EINE

To use Endevor Web Services, or any interfaces that are built on top of Endevor Web Services, extra configuration is
needed. This requirement is due to the stateless nature of Web Services. Examples of interfaces that are built on top of
Web Services include:

• Endevor Client for Eclipse
• Brightside Plug-in for Endevor
• Endevor to Git integrations

For Endevor Interface for Natural Environment (EINE), you must change the C1DEFLTS table. This is due to client/server
architecture similarities compared to that of Web Services.

1. Enter the following value in the C1DEFLTS table type=MAIN section to enable MFA support:
MFAAPPL=ENDEVOR

MFA support allows the Tomcat server to ask for a PassTicket generated for Endevor by the security product. The
PassTicket is then used to construct a JWT token. The JWT token is then used, after the initial authentication, to prove
your identity to Endevor.

WARNING
The JWT token should be considered a form of credentials, and must be stored securely by the client.

In the case of Endevor Interface for Natural Environment, the EINE server is permitted to ask for a PassTicket that is
generated for Endevor by the security product. No JWT token is constructed because the PassTicket is used to prove
your identity to Endevor.

NOTE

Use any valid System Authorization Facility (SAF) application name as the MFAAPPL value to turn MFA
support on. Using blanks or values other than valid SAF application names turns MFA support off, as does
omitting the MFAAPPL parameter.

2. Define a resource named ENDEVOR in the APPL class in your security product, and provide access to all users who
should be able to access Endevor through:
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– Endevor Client for Eclipse
– Brightside Plug-in for Endevor
– Endevor to Git integrations
– Endevor Integration for the Natural Environment

NOTE

• Once the resource is defined, access to the resource is required, even for users who do not use MFA
credentials when accessing Endevor through these interfaces.

• All APPL resources are protected in ACF2 by default, even if not explicitly defined
• All security rules that govern user access to resources managed by Endevor still apply. Access to the

class merely allows a user to use the interfaces that are listed.
3. Define a PassTicket for ENDEVOR with replay protection turned off by following the product-specific instructions that

follows in this article.
You have successfully configured MFA for the following interfaces:
– Endevor Interface for Natural Environment (EINE)
– Endevor Client for Eclipse
– Brightside Plug-in for Endevor
– Endevor to Git integrations

4. (Optional) If you are permitted to access the mainframe only through IBM Multi-Factor Authentication, IBM MFA needs
to be configured to recognize the PassTicket as a valid alternative to the existing factors. For more information, see
the "Using IBM MFA with PassTickets" topic in the IBM Z Multi-Factor Authentication documentation.

Configure MFA Using RACF, Top Secret, and ACF2

The following procedures show examples of how to set up MFA in RACF, Top Secret, and ACF2. Consult your security
administrator before proceeding, as they may need to modify these processes to fit your particular environment and
standards.

Configure MFA for RACF

Use the PTKTDATA resource class to define profiles that contain the encryption key that is used for generating and
validating PassTickets.

1. Define resource ENDEVOR in class APPL and give access to group NDVRGRP:
RDEFINE APPL ENDEVOR UACC(NONE)

PERMIT ENDEVOR CL(APPL) ACCESS(READ) ID(NDVRGRP)

SETROPTS RACLIST(APPL) REFRESH

A profile is added for each APPLID that receives signons with PassTickets.
2. Confirm that the PTKTDATA class is activated. If it is not, use the following command to: ACTIVATE

SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA)

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA)

SETROPTS GENERIC(PTKTDATA)

3. Define a PassTicket to be used by Endevor, with replay protection off
RDEFINE PTKTDATA ENDEVOR SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(yourkey)) APPLDATA('NO REPLAY PROTECTION') UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

WARNING

Replay protection must be turned off if you want to use MFA. Turning off replay protection has an impact only
on Endevor, and has no impact on the security of any other applications on your system.

4. Grant Endevor STCs (user defined in .cfg file in Tomcat, or the Tomcat server userid) the authority to create
PassTickets
RDEF PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.ENDEVOR.* UACC(NONE)
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PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.ENDEVOR.* CL(PTKTDATA) ID(ServerUserGroup) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

NOTE

For more information about setting up PassTickets for RACF, refer to the "RACF Security Administrator's
Guide" in the IBM documentation.

Configure MFA for Top Secret

1. Ensure that the following NDT rules are implemented to define PassTicket with replay protection set to "off" for
APPL=ENDEVOR owned by TSS:
TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(ENDEVOR) SESSKEY(................) SIGNMULTI

TSS ADD(dept) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUT)

NOTE

Turning off replay protection for PassTickets allows Endevor to avoid excessive PassTicket generation.
Turning off replay protection has no impact on the security of any other applications on your system.

2. Grant users access to the newly created resource:
TSS PER(tsscomp1) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.ENDEVOR.userid)

ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

NOTE

The Resource can be permitted as one of the examples below, where applname is the Application Name
that is defined in the NDT and userid is the User ID:

• PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.)
• PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.ENDEVOR.)
• PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.ENDEVOR.userid)

3. (Optional) TSS Control Option:
TSS Control Option causes TSS to issue security checks to ensure that the caller is authorized to the PassTicket
generation service
F TSS,PTKRESCK(YES)

TSS PER(serverUserId) PTKTDATA(PTKTGEN.ENDEVOR) ACCESS(UPDATE)

Configure MFA for ACF2

1. ACF2 automatically protects all APPL resources. Grant access to the Endevor resource of type APL to Endevor users
as follows:
SET RESOURCE(APL)

RECKEY ENDEVOR ADD(UID(****************USER1) ALLOW) 

F ACF2,REBUILD(APL)

2. Define PassTicket with replay protection off for Endevor:
SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON)

INSERT ENDEVOR SSKEY(1ADEF39872EA423C) MULT-USE

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

NOTE

Turning off replay protection for PassTickets allows Endevor to avoid excessive PassTicket generation.
Turning off replay protection has no impact on the security of any other applications on your system.

3. Grant Endevor STCs (user defined in .cfg file in Tomcat, or the Tomcat server userid) the authority to create
PassTickets:
SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON)

INSERT ENDEVOR SSKEY(1ADEF39872EA423C) MULT-USE
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F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)
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